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7MJ ELUVW 

HSILLSFSW ODEJSLOJ RJRRULJV VUULSL DU LS R\ RLSI FV VRSLV IURR R\ \RDWM VOLWMJU 

DSIJUSJFWM WMJ MRRJ RIILFJ IRRU- 7MJ SRWJV FR\O\ VFDSWJU DU WR WMJLU ROI� IFRLOLFU VORWV LS 

R\ RJRRU\ FSI VJWWOJ LS FV LI SRWMLSL JEJU MFUUJSJI- H try WR UJVLVW UM\WMRLFFOO\ SRIILSL R\ 

MJFI- HW LV DVJOJVV- FUJWF RDVW MFEJ IJFLIJI WR WDUS RII "AJOO\ /REJ � 2JILFWLRSV IRU F 

GFUU\ FSI GJFOWM\ 3UJLSFSF\�" ZMLFM RDU FMURSLFFOO\ UUJLSFSW IULJSI 2JOLVVF FVVDUJI DV LV 

JVVJSWLFO IRU WMJ ILUVW UUJLSFSF\� LS IFERU RI VRRJWMLSL F OLWWOJ OJVV UUJVFULUWLEJ- ADW UJFOO\� 

ZMFW LV FUJWF WMLSPLSL> CLI VMJ WRWFOO\ IRULJW R\ FRRUOLFFWJI WZJSW\�\JFU OREJ�FSI�MFWJ 

ZLWM WMLV GFSI> H MFI J[UOFLSJI R\ IFOORDW ZLWM @SI\ 3FUWULILJ FSI X7B WR MJU F SDRGJU RI 

WLRJV-

WMJS H ZFV ILIWJJS� 81-0 "7MJ AJFW" FSSRDSFJI X7B'V @RJULFFS WRDU UOFSV- H ZFV 

LS R\ GJIURRR� MFUULO\ ZRUPLSL RS R\ GFOORZJJS FRVWDRJ � H UOFSSJI WR IUJVV LS WMJ RRVW 

UJFOLVWLF GJFU FRVWDRJ FS\RSJ MFI JEJU VJJS � GDW WMJ RRRJSW H MJFUI WMJ FSSRDSFJRJSW 

FGRDW X7B H ERZJI SRW WR LR WR WMJ RRELJV� GD\ FOGDRV� RU FMLU LS IRU FS\ RI WMJ JODVLEJ 

ULWJ�RI�UFVVFLJ UFUFUMJUSFOLF (GJJU ILUW\ RFLFbLSJV) WMFW R\ IULJSI .JLWM AUJZVWJU FSI H 

WULJI� DSVDFFJVVIDOO\� WR GD\ JEJU\ VLSLOJ FIWJUSRRS- H FOVR UJVROEJI SRW WR VUJSI FS\ RRUJ 

RRSJ\ RS R\ GFOORZJJS FRVWDRJ FSI VR LSVWJFI RI F GJFU FRVWDRJ� H ZJSW FV F GJFU IUJVVJI 

LS F MDRFS FRVWDRJ- H ZFV IJWJURLSJI WR LR WR WMJ FRSFJUW- 7MJVJ ZJUJ WMJ PLSIV RI 

VFFULILFJV H LRFLLSJI R\ LUFSIIFWMJU ZRDOI MFEJ GJJS UURDI RI- YRD PSRZ� IRU VRRJWMLSL 

WMFW ZFV UJFOO\� rpl!!U LRURUWFSW-

"2JSWFO SRWJ WR VJOI�" H WMLSP- "2FPJ RDU DSGRUS PLI DSIJUVWFSI VFFULILFJ� GDW SRW LS 

FS DSORELSL� RLUJLVM ZF\-" 3JUMFUV WMJUJ LV F FMFUWJU FGRDW "ORELSL VFFULILFJ" LS WMJ WMUJJ 
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FRULJV ZJ MFEJ UJFJLEJI RI ELIWJJS 2LSDWJ 3FUJSWLSL9 GRZ WR 5FLVJ F GFUU\� WJOO�@IODVWJI� 

HSIJUJSIJSW FSI FUFWJIDO BMLOI LS -DVW ELIWJJS 2LSDWJV F CF\-

@S\ZF\� LW WRRP RJ REJU WZR RRSWMV WR VFEJ IRU WMJ X7B FRSFJUW- H GRDLMW R\ 

WLFPJW FSI \JW� LW ZFV SRW WR GJ- X7B SJEJU RFIJ LW WR @RJULFF- 6RRJWMLSL WR IR ZLWM 

3FUWULILJ'V VWFLJ IULLMW FSI ULOOV- DEJS WMRDLM H'EJ WFPJS VRRJ FROOJLJ FRDUVJV LS UV\FMRORL\ 

FSI LJW WMJ LLVW RI RJSWFO LOOSJVV� WMJ ILIWJJS \JFU�ROI�GR\ LSVLIJ WMLV WMLUW\�IRDU�\JFU�ROI RFS 

VWLOO IJILSLWJO\ IRJV SRW LJW LW- DEJS ZMJS H UJFVVDUJ "him" RI RDU UJEJSLJ� ZMLFM "ZJ" 

WRWFOO\ LRW G\ SJEJU UDUFMFVLSL FSRWMJU X7B RU CDPJV RI 6WUFWRVUMJUJ FOGDR FLFLS� (IDJ� RI 

FRDUVJ� WR WMJ IDGGJI WFUJ� WMJ GDUSJI BC� FSI WMJ IRZSORFIJI 232) VRRJMRZ WMJ VFRUJ 

MFV SRW GJJS VJWWOJI RS FS LSWULSVLF OJEJO- ADW H WU\ WR UDVM FOO WMLV FVLIJ- 

"ERULJW \RD� @SI\ 3FUWULILJ�" H WMLSP- "H'R LRLSL WR GJ F IFWMJU VRRS� FSI H MFEJ 

WMFSP�\RD SRWJV IURR WMJ GFG\�VMRZJU WR ILSLVM- H'EJ ORVW JSRDLM WLRJ WMLSPLSL FGRDW \RD-

YRD FFS'W MROI RJ GFFP � H MFEJ F V\VWJR-" @IRLWWJIO\� LW'V F V\VWJR RFS\ RWMJUV GJIRUJ RJ 

MFEJ WULJI� GDW LW LV ODVW RSJ RI WMJ RFS\ VWUFWJLLJV RI UUJUFUJISJVV H FR WU\LSL WR LRUOJRJSW 

IRU RDU FMLOI'V IDWDUJ- 7MJ VWUFWJL\ VR IFU LV WMDV9 H ORRP FW WMJ OLVW RI LLIWV ZJ UJFJLEJI OFVW 

ZJJP� VFUFZO F UJUVRSFOLbJI SRWJ� FIIUJVV WMJ JSEJORUJ� FSI WMJS FMJFP RII WMJ SFRJV RI WMJ 

FWWJSIJJV IURR RDU RFVWJU OLVW- HW'V F UUJWW\ LUJFW V\VWJR-

7MJ RFVWJU OLVW ZFV FUJFWJI G\ FUJWF FSI RJ ILEJ RRSWMV FLR: VRRS FIWJU ZJ IRDSI 

RDW ZJ ZJUJ UUJLSFSW� ZJ VSDLLOJI DSIJU WO0J FREJUV ZLWM FMFRUFLSJ LOFVVJV ILOOJI ZLWM RLOP 

FSI FUJFWJI WMJ LDJVW OLVW- ADW FIWJU FUJWF IJOO FVOJJU WMFW SLLMW� H OF\ FZFPJ� RLSI UFFLSL-

7MJUJ ZJUJ VR RFS\ UOFSV ZJ ZRDOI SJJI WR RFPJ� FSI RRSJ\ ZJ ZRDOI MFEJ WR VFEJ 

GJIRUJ ZJ FRDOI MFEJ F GFG\- @ GULOOLFSW LIJF FFRJ WR RJ9 F VJFRSI OLVW- 7MLV VJFRSI� VDUJU� 

VJFUJW OLVW LV SR RUILSFU\ OLVW (ZMLFM LV ZM\ H'EJ WLWOJI LW "32 25CH3@5Y /H67")- 7MJ 
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UJRUOJ RS WMLV OLVW FUJ FGRDW WR UJFJLEJ DSLVDJ� MRRJRFIJ LSELWFWLRSV IJVLLSJI WR UJIOJFW 

WMJLU RFFDUFWLRS RU OLIJ VLWDFWLRS- 5FWMJU WMFS LSELWLSL WMJR WR VRRJWMLSL FV RDSIFSJ FV F 

GFG\�VMRZJU� H'R FVPLSL WMJR WR VMFUJ VRRJWMLSL----ZJOO� VRRJWMLSL PJJULSL ZLWM WMJLU 

VWFWDV- ERU LSVWFSFJ� WMJUJ'V RSJ VMFUJI OLPJ F FRRUDWJU IRU ALOO FFWJV FSI MLV ERDSIFWLRS 

LSVDLULSL ZMJWMJU RU SRW WMJ\'UJ FGOJ WR UURELIJ UJRDSJUFWLRS GJSJILWV IRU WMJ WJFMSRORLLFFO 

URUWLRS RI RDU FMLOI'V IDWDUJ- 7JFMSRORL\ FLS'W FMJFU� FSI ZLWM ZMFW FUJWF FSI H RFPJ 

WRUUJI G\ RDU VWDIJSW ORFSV� ZJOO� WMLV PLI ZRS'W MFEJ F RDFM LS WMJ ZF\ WJFMSRORL\- 2U 

WR\V- 2U IRRI- GJOO- H VWFUW WR VZJFW FV H WMLSP FGRDW RDU ILSFSFJV- 4DLFPO\� H VWDII ALOO'V 

LSELWFWLRS LSVLIJ WMJ JSEJORUJ FSI H'R RS WR WMJ SJ[W RSJ- 2M LRRI� WMJ UURVUJFW RI MJOU 

IURR F ILSFSFLFO RFVWJURLSI- BMFUOJV 6FMZFG LJWV F URU�DU GDOO�FSI�GJFU LSELWLSL MLR WR 

VMFUJ MLV PSRZOJILJ RS DUFRRLSL "VMLIWV" LS WMJ VWRFP RFUPJW- H VJFO MLV JSEJORUJ FSI FURVV 

MLV SFRJ RII WMJ OLVW ZLWM F IORDULVM- 

FUJWF FFOOV RDW� VWFUWOLSL RJ- "-JUJR\� FFS \RD MJOU RJ� UOJFVJ> H FFS'W UJFFM WMJ 

OFVFLSF UFS IURR WMJ WRU VMJOI ZLWMRDW LJWWLSL RSWR WMJ VWJUV WRRO-" 

"YJU�" H FFOO GFFP� LUFGGLSL FOO WMJ WMFSP�\RD SRWJV FSI VMDIIOLSL WMJ LSELWFWLRSV 

IURR "32 25CH3@5Y /H67" WR WMJ GRWWRR RI WMJ VWFFP- WFOPLSL LSWR WMJ PLWFMJS� H FFS'W 

UJVLVW LJSWO\ UDSSLSL R\ MFSI FFURVV MJU UUJLSFSW VWRRFFM- 6MJ LUFGV R\ MFSI� JSWZLSLSL 

RDU ILSLJUV� FSI FRSWLSDJV MJU WJUULGOJ ZMLVWOLSL- 5JFOO\� LW'V MRUULGOJ� OLPJ F VMULOO� WRSJ�IJFI 

GLUI-

"WMFWFMF ZMLVWOLSL>" H FVP- "HW VRDSIV OLPJ 3JWJU FSI WMJ WROI-" 

"WMFW> 3R- DFVWJU 7MJFWUJ�" VMJ UJUOLJV- 6MJ ORRPV FW RJ OLPJ H'R WMJ RSJ ZMR LV 

FUFb\- It VRDSIV SRWMLSL OLPJ DFVWJU 7MJFWUJ- 6MJ'V RLVVJI FW OJFVW MFOI WMJ SRWJV FSI LV FOO 

REJU WMJ VFFOJ- HW'V FIRUFGOJ- 6MJ FFWFMJV R\ J\J LDLOWLO\- 
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"Korry. G just got so tired of the @aby @elly shit - oops, G mean crap. Eot to get in 

the habit of refining my language," she says seriously. Fer eyes cloud over slightly. G know 

she's thinking about the baby's ability to "hear" in the parents' intonations any negative or 

crass influences. 

"G just hit shuffle on the iHod and it happened to be PLA. Lhe baby started moving 

around so G played the whole album. G think the baby likes PLA." 

"Ereta, really it's fine." G stretch to retrieve the lasagna pan and as G do, my 

envelopes fall to the floor. "@ut what do you mean, the baby likes it=" Ean, is this kid 

against me= Ereta doesn't answer. Fer attention is acutely focused on the papers G have 

dropped. 

"Ohat're these=" she asks. Khe bends down to collect them. Khit, G think, she's not 

going to like this. 

Khe reads aloud. "@ill Eates= Aharles Kchwab=" Fer eyebrows arch quizzically before 

taking the pan from my hand and handing back the envelopes. 

"Fothing, it's nothing. Bust some correspondence G've been meaning to keep up on." 

"Aorrespondence with @ill Eates= Gh! ?re you following up on your grant 

proposals= Mou've been denied for two. Eaybe you should let Beannie take a look before you 

send tl1ose." Khe must have noticed the hurt expression on my face because she quickly 

kisses my cheek. "Lhanks for the pan," she says. 

G am off the hook. G lean on the counter, trying to forget about her comment, and 

inhale the scent of lasagna. "Gt's fine. G'm glad you called for me. Oe agreed you would stay 

off step-stools. Fow was your day, anyway=" 
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"Gh, it was nice. G had lunch with Earie,'' she said. "Oe went out3 G can't remember 

the name of the restaurant. @ut oh, G had a chicken sandwich with pesto. Lhe pesto sauce 

was a little heavy on the lemon, actually. G wonder if G just taste things differently now. 

?nyway, did you know that Earie is planning to move back to Ahicago= G was shocked to 

hear it." Ey thoughts wander slightly as she continues telling me about Earie. G picture 

Ereta enjoying a chicken and pesto sandwich, crouched over a high bar table and seated on a 

stool that has no back. Khe sips of water and gasps at Earie's shocking news, hand at her 

chest, thumb resting in the small hollow on her neck. @ut as she straightens up on the stool, 

she loses balance and falls off of her stool. G cry out, "Gh, Ereta!" 

"Ohat=" Khe whirls around from the simmering sauce. "Bid you touch the oven=" 

"Mou have to stay off stools!" 

"G know. Oe agreed, and just now we re-agreed." 

"Fo, G mean bar stools, too. Lhe kind without the back. Mou could fall off of those 

too." 

Khe laughs, catching her hand at her chest just like G'd pictured. 

"G still have some sense of balance, Beremy. G do not teeter and totter like an egg." 

Khe reaches past me to grab a wooden spoon but catches her elbow on the silver canister 

holding the utensils. 

"Kee= Mour balance is completely offl Mou can' t even get a spoon!" G pick up my 

envelopes and walk to the mailbox. 

Heople tell us all the time we're so lucky. Gr rather, they say she's great and G'm 

lucky. Lhey're right. Khe is great3 she's funny, and from the moment we met six years ago, we 
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understood each other almost completely. Oe were at an academic conference3 G was 

presenting a paper on MFUOTQ %UFQGT� MTFFMTQWFV FQG MJ: $Q B[UOTUFWNTQ ofLFWJ 2�11; &JQWXU\ 

$KUT�$QJOT�IQGNJJQTXV OJOFWNTQV NQ LTQGTQ FQG PJFWWOJ QMUTXJM WMJ B\JV ofFQ IUNVM�IWFONFQ KUTP LTQJ 

IVOFQG� and Ereta was on the panel. 

Lhe Grish-Gtalian from Dong Gsland was me. Ey feeling was this personal angle 

provided exemption from any scientific or published proof of my theory. Ey thesis advisor 

accused me of sabotaging my nascent academic career as well as ripping-off Feil Moung 

lyrics. Fo matter3 G argued back that in fact, G was passionately interested in showing how 

city development was responsible for the similar socio-economic trends in both Keattle and 

Dondon. Ohen G finally had KLP convinced, G didn't bother to mention that G really meant to 

"show" the panel. "Khowing" gave me the freedom to create elaborate cardboard dioramas 

of both Dondon and Keattle. Lhis decidedly fresh perspective allowed me to create seascapes 

with ships and marine life. Ey advisor, by the way, was right. G was sick to death of academia 

and desperately wanted to get kicked out of my Hh.B. program but I didn't have the courage 

to quit. 

G presented the argument at a conference. ?s G folded up my dioramas Ereta 

approached me and tactfully commented, "G thought your argument was very interesting. G'm 

not sure G've heard anything city planners and socio-economic similarities in Keattle and 

Dondon. Gs this a topic you want to pursue=" Fer tone was serious but G detected mirth in 

her smile. G liked her tall frame and candid manner. Oe started to chat. 

?fter a few minutes of slightly awkward banter, she took one of the pirate ships and 

ran her long, slender finger along the edge of a sail. "Mou know, the pirates should be 
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depicted harpooning the whales- just to stir up a little commotion in the audience." Khe 

looked at me and laughed. 

G looked at her and resisted the urge to smile. "G'm not sure if this is a good time to 

tell you, but G'm Nice Hresident of the local Ereenpeace Ahapter at my campus. Ohales are 

an incredibly endangered species." 

Khe froze and her brown eyes widened. Khe blushed and murmured that she was just 

joking about her professed cruelty to endangered species. G couldn't keep my pretense up 

any longer. G laughed. 

"Gh, G'm just messing with you,'' G said. "G hate Ereenpeace. G hate whales, and baby 

seals. Eostly baby seals. G say club them, then skin them, then take the fur and go clubbing." 

Khe stared at me with a look of horror but also something else. ?ffection= Bisgust= G wasn't 

very good at reading people. "Oay to go, dumbass,'' G thought. Khe was really pretty. ?nd 

funny. ?nd warm, with a long neck that G wanted to kiss. Herfect, really. G took a mental 

snapshot. 

Khe regarded me with a raised eyebrow, still playing with the edge of the pirate ship 

and beginning to crinkle the edge of the meticulous cut and measured sail. G cringed slightly, 

thinking of the hours G spent on the sails. G reached out and took it from her but allowed my 

hand to rest on her fingers longer than necessary. 

"G'm sorry about the Ereenpeace joke," G said. "@ut G'm completely serious about 

my dioramas. Bon't mess with them. Lhey took hours to construct." 

Khe took the pirate ship back from me and smoothed the sail. 

"Jight, ok." Fer laughed started to bubble again. "Aan G keep this one=" 
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? few days after mailing the newly minted invites G quickly walk home. Gpening the 

front door, G hear Ereta slamming drawers in the bedroom and muttering. ?t the sound of 

my arrival, she bursts out of the bedroom. 

"Mou will not believe the day G had today!" she exclaims. G look at her3 her face is 

flush with anger. G tense up. 

"Ohat happened= Gs everything okay with the baby= Mou stopped at the hospital to 

look at the birthing suites, right=" G ask. 

Khe nods. "Cverything is fine with the baby, but everything is not fine with the 

hospital. ?s G was filling out the information register this volunteer punk kid tried to give me 

adoption papers! 

"?doption papers!" Gt's my turn to exclaim. "Ohy in the world!" Ereta cuts me off. 

"Gh my god, if G ever see that pimply little proselytizer again G swear G'll ...well, never 

mind. Fe came up to me as G was filling out my name and address. G realized someone was 

standing next to me and G looked up. Lhere's this kid staring at me with a creepy expression 

and says, "Gt's not too late for your child. Lhe father may not be a decent man, but there are 

plenty of homes that will be happy to have your child." 

"Gh my god! Lhat's horrible!" G take a deep breath. @ut wait - what= Ohat did she 

just say= 

"Oait, what does he mean - WMJ KFWMJU PT\ QTW EJ F GJFJQW PFQ� Oas he one of the 

students G failed last semester= Fow did he know you were my wife= Ohy does he think G'll 

be a bad father=" 
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"Beremy, no, this has nothing to do with you, well, not you personally. G forced him 

to explain himself and he just glanced at my hands and said, 'Mou're not married.' Lhe little 

punk handed me the forms because G wasn't wearing my wedding band because of my stupid 

swollen fingers. Aan you believe it= Keriously, what the fuck= Gs this the 11 KG's=" 

"Gh, Ereta, G'm sorry." G embrace her. Kecretly, however, G'm relieved that he is not 

one of my former students. ?fter all, it's not like G do not try to take them aside and give 

them guidance. G look over her shoulder at the pile of mail on the kitchen counter. Gn top is 

my invitation to Aharles Kchwab. Gt has been returned. Oritten in the post master's hasty 

scrawl is, MU� &MFUOJV PFMZFE NV QTW F UJFOUJUVTQ� G can't believe it. 

"Ohat= Aharles Kchwab's not real= Ohy bother using his name= Lhat doesn't make 

sense," G say. 

Lhankfully, Ereta does not pay any attention to my outburst. "Beremy, G will not go 

back to that hospital. G complained to the nurses at the desk and they sympathized with me, 

but said they were just too busy to refuse good volunteer help. G get what they're saying but G 

really don't want to support that hospital. G don't think G want to deliver there, especially 

since Br. Earx will probably be on vacation when G deliver. Oe don't know who will be 

working. G was already nervous about that, and now.. . " 

"G know but-" G start to say. 

"G know what you're going to say. Lhere aren't very many hospitals around. G think 

the nearest is in Ahapmay which is almost an hour away." Khe walks over to the window and 

rests her arms on the sill. G join her. Logether we look out the window. Khe looks really 

upset. G guess she needs a few days to cool off before we talk about the hospital again. 
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Lhe next day G leave work early to race to the bookstore. Einutes before, G had 

received an email from the NJZ MFUJQWV $OJUW� a service offered by the bookstore3 they phone, 

email, and even, for an extra �2-.00 per alert, send a bicycle messenger over to your work or 

place or residence whenever a new book or magazine about parenting comes out. Lhis one 

sounded especially important3 it is a ground-breaking new book called Ahoosing Mour 

Ahild's Jetirement Fome and available only in limited quantities. Ohen G arrive there's 

already sea of designer eyeglasses resting on the noses of anxious-looking young men waiting 

in line, some clutching the book tightly to their chest, others frantically flipping through it. G 

sprint past them to the parenting section and fight my way to the shelf where G pick up two 

copies. "Ohew," G breathe heavily. "Lhat was close." Kince the line is so long G wander 

through the rest of parenting section for the fiftieth time. 

Oe had not been "trying" or whatever it is that people say that provokes a very vivid 

and strenuous image of bedtime relations. Oe were a little surprised when we found out -

but pleased. Befinitely pleased. Fonestly, maybe it's a vanity thing. Gt pleases me to think 

about a little tyke running around that resembles me in ingenuity and Ereta in 

resourcefulness. Ohy else do people have kids= Fecessity went out years ago. Damily farm 

agriculture has given way to corporate farming, and very few lineage-based systems of 

government still exist. G think that perhaps G'm really onto a good theory when my eyes fall 

to a book tucked away in tl1e Grganic Harenting section. Lhe cover features a faux Jichard 

Kimmons and is titled Fot Bilating Carly2 Ktaying Fealthy for Fomebirth. G reach for it. 

Lhe introduction explains the impetus under which tl1e book was written3 he and his 

wife were investigating birthing suites at hospitals when they came across $UJ VTX PXUJ QMFW:U 

JXVW JFXQGNFJ: T MFW $OOMFUJQWV PMTXOG KQTZ FETXW HTVUNWFOV� an investigative reporter's look into 
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nosocomial infection in hospitals. Lhe author writes, "Oithin hours of admission, colonies 

of hospital strains of bacteria develop in the patient's skin, respiratory tract, and 

genitourinary tract. Fospital borne infections NLOO between 10,000 and 100,000 people in 

?merica every year." ?ccording to the report one in two babies will leave the hospital with 

an incurable disease, like Eradual Gnfant Beath Kyndrome that will languish with them for 

the rest of their lives. G flip to the author bio page. Lhere's a picture of a perfectly normal, if 

a little hippy-dippy, couple. Lhey reside in western Eassachusetts and said they investigated 

over two hundred hospitals in four week period. ? whistle escapes from my lips. 

''Oow. Lwo hundred hospitals in four weeks. Ducky KG@'s. Lhey must have a trust 

fund." 

G continue to skim the pages. Lhere's a list of helpful hints about what·not to use for 

aids to extrapolate the baby. Lhe devices pictured with large "P's" through them are 

plungers, bungee cords, car jacks, OB 40, tl1e "string and doorknob" approach (such as 

used for pulling teeth) and pitchforks. Lhe pitchforks, the book notes, could damage or 

dent the skull. ?s the introduction concludes the author warns the reader that the following 

pages are not for everyone, just those who want to ensure that their babies have the 

healthiest future possible. G shut the book doggedly. 

"Ohat a cheap ploy, scaring new parents with nonsense about hospital borne 

infections. Oe have enough to worry about," G think as G pay for the three books at the cash 

register. Lhis homebirth book is an in1pulsive buy, sure, but Ereta will think this book is 

hilarious. Herhaps reading about homebirth will help her realize that the hospital is not so 

bad. 
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Ereta meets me at the door when G arrive home. ? rope is tied to her waist. 

Gnstantly the "string and doorknob" approach from the Fomebirth book G had just 

purchased leaps to mind. 

"Gt's to measure my belly progress each month," she explains. 'Oe can mark each 

month with a piece of different colored tape. Lhat way, we don't have to mark on the wall." 

"Gh great! Lhen we can keep the rope as a memento." ?s G examine the rope, G 

laugh aloud, shake my head and gently tighten it around her expanding belly and attach a 

piece of blue tape. 

"Ohat's so funny=" she asks. 

G remove the rope from around her middle and fling it around my neck. "Gt's just 

like the baby - it's a noose!" 

Khe doesn't smile. 

"Gh, c'mon Ereta, G'm only joking,'' G say. Iuickly G reach into my bag and pull out 

the book on homebirth. "Fere, look at this! G got you a hilarious book. Eaybe the hospital 

won't seem so bad!" 

Khe takes the book from my hand and turns it over in her hands, still not smiling. ? 

few minutes pass before she says anything. "Ko my reaction to the hospital is just a joke to 

you, something that G need to get over=" G don't like the way she's looking at me. Gt's a look 

without any clues about what the right answer is. 

G stammer a reply. "Ohat= Gh, no. Oell, G don't think so, unless you do. Oait, G 

forget the question. Ohat's the question=" Ey body starts to sweat a little. 

"Beremy, this hospital really freaks me out. G'm sure it doesn't make any sense to you 

- after FOO�\TX'UJ not the one carrying our child, so you just think G'm overreacting but the 
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place where we decide to have our child is very important. Lhe kind of environment he or 

she is ushered into will set the initial tone for his or her life!" 

G know what G should say, and G know G should not argue, but G'm angry. "Ereta, 

Besus Ahrist, G can't help that G'm not the one carrying our child. G know that the hospital 

seems terrible but what are we supposed to do= Oe might not make it to another hospital in 

time. @esides, we'll be with a doctor, not the stupid volunteer." G try to bring my voice under 

control again. "G do think you're overreacting, sweetie. Mou're six months pregnant, and it's 

probably a little late for us to choose a new hospital." 

"Oell, G don't think G'm overreacting, Beremy. G think this is really important," she 

says. 

Binner is pretty quiet. G do the dishes afterwards, sighing loudly every few minutes 

so that Ereta will ask me what's wrong, but she's much better at ignoring me than G am at 

ignoring her. Khe settles onto the couch and flips through the book. G pass by the couch 

every so often and nonchalantly peer over her shoulder. G see chapters like MXOO GJQW!J FQG 

QJFU HJUJ: 'NUJFWNTQVKTU FQ RPENONFFO &TUG PWWUUJQGJU and $KWJUENUWM: 'T QTW UJKUNJJUFWJ� Khe sits 

enthralled, but G feel like it's within a world G can't access. 

Khe finally breaks the awkward silence. "Beremy, this book makes some startling 

good points. Gt turns out there are a lot of baby mix-ups, and not just the kind where parents 

go home from the hospital with the wrong baby. Eix-ups like circumcising the wrong baby 

or giving the baby the wrong vaccinations." 

"G never thought about any of this stuff," G say. G chose my words carefully. "@ut G'm 

sure the hospitals are more careful than the book makes them out to be." Gnside, however, 
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G'm extremely alarmed. Ohat if someone double-vaccinates our child and gives him/her 

smallpox instead of preventing it= 

Ereta is silent for a few minutes before she giggles. "Fey Beremy, if it's a boy, do we 

want him to be circumcised= ?re you happy you're circumcised=" 

Jeflexively, G look down. "Lotally. Gtherwise other boys will make fun of me." 

"Beremy, G'm serious." 

"Ko am G!" 

Ereta slowly nods. G can tell she isn't really listening, and before G can commence 

with a sohloquy on benefits of circumcision, her eyes widen to the size of saucer plates. 

"Gh god!" she exclaims. "Disten to this, Beremy. '? person who starts life with a 

traumatic hospital birth is more likely to end it with a violent suicide. Ktudies demonstrate 

that there may be a link between how people are born and how they chose to die. 'T\TX 

ZFQW\TXU FMNOG WT FTPPNW VXNFNGJ� TU JYJQ WT EJ VX!JJFW WT VXEFTQVFNTXV YNTOJQWKNWV ZMJQ MJ� VMJ UXWV TQ F 

VFFWMTU F WXUWOJQJFN?' 

Khe jumps off the couch and dashes off. 

"Foney= ?re you okay=" G call. "Bid that make you gag or feel sick=" G am surprised3 

she's six and a half months, which is well past the sickness stages. G do not hear anything and 

get up to check on her, but the bathroom is unoccupied. "Ereta=" G call out again. 

"G'm in here, Beremy," she answers. Khe's clicking away on the computer. G stand 

over her shoulder, relieved that our fight is over when my heart sinks. Khe's Eoogling 

homebirth. G watch as the screen loads with a surprising number of "trained birth specialists" 

around us and Ereta furiously jots down names and phone numbers. Khe looks at me and 
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"Ohat in the world makes you say that=" G am surprised at the brazen tone of her 

voice. 

"Gt's just a sense G have about these things," ?nne answers. Lhere's a weird 

musicality in her voice was not previously there. 

Ereta snorts a little. "? sense." 

"Bo you know," said ?nne, pouring tea that smells like mushrooms into three mugs. 

G didn't remember seeing a tea service for the last fifteen minutes. "Oomen who find out the 

sex of their baby have a -0% more likely chance of being the victim of a third-degree burn=" 

G nod, panicking slightly because G did not know that, but Ereta protests hotly. 

"Lhat's ridiculous. Ohat kind of statistic is that= ?nd if it's true, why did you just tell 

us we were going to have a girl= Bo you want me to. suffer a third-degree burn= Mou don't 

even know me - us!" Ereta stands up. G remain seated and pretend sip my tea. Eod, G just 

wanted to have a normal birth in a hospital with a doctor. 

?nne also leaps to her feet. "G can see you won't subscribe to my kind of homebirth 

plan. Mou can show yourselves out." 

"Mou're right we won't subscribe to your homebirth! Mou're notlung but a phony." 

Oe leave, Ereta cursing ?nne. G feel overjoyed. Gt looks like we're going to have a 

normal hospital birth after all. G start the engine and back out of the driveway. 

"Ko the book she was reading when we arrived is Lhe Fomebirth Hrofessionals' 

@ible. ?ll the blogs talk about it. Gt's full of ways to scare and scam people into homebirth. 

G'll be damned if G'm going to be conned. Lllls is my - G mean our - child, and we're going to 

do tllls birth thing right," Ereta exclaims. 

"Ereta= Foney=" G ask tinlldly. "Ohat blogs and books are you talking about=" 
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Khe does not hear my question before continuing. "?nd you know what else= G 

think the tea ?nne served was the same tea that homebirth book warns against because it 

induces early labor!" 

Ereta continues to talk as G drive the car. Komething dawns on me. ?ll along, G've 

been operating under the premise that G'm as essential to this pregnancy as Ereta. @ut G'm 

not. G'm on the periphery. G glance over at her, determination etched on her beautiful face, 

and am very concerned about having a homebirth. Gt just doesn't seem safe. 

Lhe next day is Kunday and another appointment, this time with a male homebirth 

nurse. Oe meet him in the driveway and he starts by saying that med-school wasn't for him3 

there were too many rules and tests. Ereta and G glance at each other, not sure what he's 

talking about. 

"Mou know, medicine, man, it is like not supposed to be an exact science ... " he trails 

off. 

"Fot supposed to be an exact science=" Ereta repeats incredulously. 

"Meah, you know. Eedicine is supposed to be felt, you know, like intuitively. Dike 

what you feel when you have chemistry with someone. Gt's not rigid, with rules and stuff. 

Gt's like a dance where neither partner knows the steps. Lhey just feel their way through the 

steps as they go along." Fis eyes linger on Ereta's swelling bosom and shapely middle. 

G grab Ereta's hand and lead her to the car, calling out no thanks as he protests our 

leaving. Ereta is laughing and chatty on the way home from this appointment. G do not say 

much. 

"Ereta, can you drop me off at work=" G ask quietly. 
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"Foney, really= G thought we could have dinner together and talk about the questions 

we should ask at the next appointment. Oe have only one left." Lhe disappointment in her 

voice is evident. 

"Korry, Ereta. G'm really behind on mid-terms," G lie. 

"@ut Beanie said your grades were ... " Khe does not finish her sentence. "Dine, 

Beremy. G'll leave you at work." 

"Ereta, really, G'm sorry. G'm just so behind. @esides, we have two weeks until the 

next appointment," G reply. Khe doesn't say anything. G knew what she would say - that my 

midterm grades have already been filed - but G do not fill in the blanks. G realize that G really 

am behind. Det Ereta figure out where and how to have the baby, and G will concentrate on 

what we do afterwards. G hadn't even cracked the book about our child's Jetirement Fome. 

Lime was ticking fast. 

Gver the next two weeks G continue to research, and spend more and more time in 

my office. Gt's turning into a labyrinth, and G crossly refuse access to colleagues who drop by 

unannounced. Kimilar to the baby invitations, G have developed a strategy for examining all 

of the research that G'm ingesting. Gt involves a very large roll of parchment paper, twenty 

one feet long, and it is divided into three feet quadrants. Iuadrants are color coded until the 

child reaches the age of seven, and each sectioned area lists the creme de Oa creme tips and 

techniques, behaviors to watch out for, and discipline methods according to top experts. Lhe 

parchment gives me a lot of room to write and expand, and G can also post sticky notes of 

theories to check back on as research develops. 

Oe're coming upon seven months. G check the mail religiously and still no replies 

from anyone on the "FG GJBGF?JM DGKL." @ummer. G read constantly3 Ll the morning, 
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at dinner, before bed. Ereta does the same thing, but with her homebirth books, blogs, and 

websites. Lhe day before we are scheduled to meet with the last homebirth nurse Ereta tells 

me that G do not need to go with her to the appointment. 

"Jeally, G'll be just fine on my own." 

"Ohat= Lo the appointment= Fo, of course G'll go. Mou need a protector from all the 

crackpots." G peer over the top of my book. 

"Jeally, no. ?ctually, G'd prefer to go on my own," she says firmly. 

G rest the book on my chest. Ey stomach is tittering strangely. Gt's like when G was a 

kid and no one picked me for their dodge ball team. "Ohat's wrong, Ereta= Bon't you need 

me at all=" G say. 

"Gf course G need you, you silly man. @ut you're not onboard with having a 

homebirth and G'll be able to get a better sense of whether or not this is a good idea if you're 

not there. G'm not totally committed but G do want to earnestly investigate all the options." 

G nod slowly. "Gkay, Ereta. Ohatever you think is best" G say quietly. Khe leaves the 

true. Lhe book continues to rest on my chest as G stare blankly at the wall. 

"Dike a dream" is the only way Ereta explains the final meeting with the homebirth 

nurse. 

"Gh, really= Lhat's, umm, great,'' G reply. G want to be supportive but inside G'm 

groaning. 

"Fer name is Dauren. Khe's easy-going and G feel so comfortable around her. Khe's a 

little new-agey but certifiably sane and best of all, she had a homebirth. Fer daughter is three 
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and so cute! Dauren's coming over in a few days to observe us in our environment." Ereta's 

eyes and cheeks glow with excitement. 

Dauren arrives at our door a couple of days later. Fer daughter is in tow. Dauren and 

Ereta greet each other like they are old friends. G eye all of them suspiciously, especially the 

daughter. Khe does not seem like a freakish home birth child3 her head is not misshapen, and 

G do not see horns or lopsided ears under her brown curls. Ktill, G'm not convinced. 

Dauren and Ereta walk around this house, discussing how to transfer the downstairs 

bathroom into a birthing center. G stay in the living room and eventually Dauren's daughter 

totters into the living room and sits down in front of me on the floor. 

"Kooo..."G want to say something but G'm a little lost. "Ohat's your name=" G raise 

my voice an octave and stretch my mouth into a big happy grin. Loo bad she's not a little 

older. G could ask her if she likes being a home-birth child and if she remembers anything. 

Khe looks at me warily and doesn't say anything. G don't blame her. Ey smile is 

totally unnatural. Ey stomach growls. "G'm hungry,'' G say aloud. Fer eyes brighten. 

"Fey, are you hungry, too=" Khe nods. "Oell, that's super!" G exclaim. Oe get up and 

G lead her into the kitchen. G get some cookies and hand one to her, but not before lifting up 

her top lips with my index finger to make sure she has teeth. Khe does. Khe is also fascinated 

by the cookie. G tuck a napkin into the collar of her shirt. Khe fmishes her cookie and holds 

her hands out for another. "Lhis isn't so bad," G think. "Harenting won't be so hard." G hand 

her another cookie and we munch, happily bonding over cookies. G hear Dauren call out, 

"Kasha=" 
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G answer. "Oe're having a snack in the kitchen!" Lhey walk in and Ereta looks at me 

with a pleased expression. Oe exchange a smile. G then glance at Dauren and my smile fades. 

Khe looks horrified. "Ohat is she eating=" she exclaims. 

"? cookie," G reply timidly. "@ut they're the low-fat kind." 

"? cookie=" Dauren repeats. Khe reaches over and takes the cookie gently from her 

daughter. "Fo, sweetie," she says. Kasha wails. 

"Beremy, it was really sweet of you to watch her. @ut we haven't introduced her to 

refined sugar yet," Dauren says. ? look of concern crosses her face. "Gt's not your fault, but 

you'll learn when you're a parent that you have to ask the parents before you give any food 

to a child. Ohat if she had allergies=" Khe bends down to comfort Kasha. 

G feel like such an.idiot. "Mou're right, Dauren. G'm so sorry. Disten, G'd be happy to 

watch her until the sugar-high wears off. Fo more cookies, G swear." G rpy to joke but 

nobody laughs. "Eosh, G remember reading something about this in a book, too. Gt just 

totally slipped my mind, and G am really so sorry." 

"Oell, Ereta." Dauren turns towards my wife and Ereta smiles, embarrassed on my 

behalf. "Mou're in great shape, both physically and emotionally, to have a homebirth, so just 

let me know what you two decide. Oe'll need to get started soon if you opt for a 

homebirth," she says. 

Ereta glances quickly at me, her hands resting on her swelling stomach. G can tell 

she's already made up her mind in favor of the homebirth. Fow her brown are pleading with 

me, asking me if G'm okay with this. G'm not okay with having a homebirth. Gt's weird and 

gooey. G 'm not ready and okay with any of this. G can't even give a kid a cookie. G'm going to 

tell her exactly what G think. G close my eyes for just a moment and prepare to tell Ereta and 
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Dauren exactly how G feel. G start to open my mouth. Ey body is trembling and quivering but 

G've got to be strong. G want to reason with Ereta and tell her that hospitals are where people 

should have babies. Gt's much easier. Fer decision not to have the baby at a hospital, where 

the drugs are plentiful and pain is managed, all because she's worried about noscomial 

infections, mixed up vaccinations, and overall, making sure that our child has a happy 

experience coming into this world, is just plain regular nervousness. Oe'll get through it. Ey 

head is swimming when suddenly Ereta gives me a lovely, hopeful smile. G'm taken aback by 

the hope in this little gesture. ?gainst all my instincts, G nod my head yes. Ereta sighs 

happily. 

"Dauren, we'd O:e to have a homebirth if you'll be our provider." Lhe two women 

hug happily. G glance at Dauren's daughter, whose cheeks and eyes are starting to twinkle 

with a sugar-induced craze. G quickly gather their coats. 

Ereta and G continue our pattern after Dauren's visit, each performing a prodigious 

amount of research. Cxhausted, G leave work to come home and together we clean the 

house, set up the baby's room, and the homebirth center. Oe're the proud-owners of a 

homebirth tub that we have set up in the downstairs bathroom. (G wonder if we can rent it 

out to someone after we're finished with it=) G am not comfortable with any of this but Ereta 

assures me that G only need to be as involved as G want to be, and that G do not need to be in 

the bathroom while she's giving birth. G think she knows how much this scares me. Lhe time 

is getting close and G keep my cell phone on, and close to me at all times. 
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Gne night G wake up around 2230am to Ereta pulling my arm. G open my eyes. Khe's 

red-faced and breathing heavily. G rpy to pull her into bed but her grip on my arm is firm. 

"Beremy, G think G'm in labor,'' she says through her teeth. 

Ey mouth is dpy. "Dabor= Mou've still got a month left,'' G say hoarsely. Kuddenly G 

am hot. Mnnaturally hot. 

Kcrunching her face up she tersely replies, "Lhink my water just broke. G was on the 

couch and G woke up about an hour ago. G felt like G was having contractions but G told 

myself they were false contractions, and G tried to ignore them. @ut G felt a kick and suddenly 

G was wet. Lhe contractions seem like they're happening really fast. Cvery fifteen or twenty 

minutes." 

G sit up and give her a quick hug. "Gkay, don't worry. G know what G'm supposed to 

do right now." G grab the phone and Dauren answers on the third ring. G quickly explain. 

"Lhis is a little early." Lhe concern in her voice is apparent. "G'll pack up my 

supplies. Beremy, don't worry, but if her water broke an hour after tl1e contractions, and the 

contractions are only twenty minutes apart, then it'll be soon. G hope G get there in time. Gt 

might just be you and Ereta for the birth," she says. Ey mind goes blank. G suddenly think 

they are playing a very nasty prank. Ereta must have called Dauren and together they staged 

this whole thing. 

G rpy to listen to Dauren. Khe is speaking very fast. 

"Lake the tarp off the birthing pool and run a little bit of warm water into it. Fot 

hot, just slightly warm. Det Ereta walk or sit or squat - whatever feels comfortable - but 

make sure she's on the ground level and close to the birthing room or the shower. Gkay=" 

she hangs up abruptly. 
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4h god� : need to stay calm� : hear 8reta's slow pacing upstairs in our bedroom� : 

run up the stairs� two at a time� 

"4h good�" she calls out before : enter the room� "<hat did 1auren say? :s she 

coming?" 9he fear on her face matches my own� 

: lie� "1auren said not to worry� 7irst pregnancies are unpredictable� 6he's on her 

way� 6he wants you back on the ground floor� though� 3ear the birthing pool� so what do 

you say we head down?" 

8reta nods� : put my arm firmly around her waist but she shakes her head� "-ust 

support my left side� okay? 1ike you would an old granny�" 

"6ure� 4kay�" <e make our way slowly down the stairs� 8reta rests on almost every 

step� breathing deeply and closing her eyes� 6he is concentrating incredibly hard� 

"3ad� huh?" : say as we near the last step� 0y hand trembles as : rest it on the wall� : 

don't think it's from supporting 8reta� 

6he does not seem to hear me� : want to pick her up� carry her to the birthing pool� 

plunk her down and demand that she stay there until she has the baby� 3o walking around� 

no pacing� -ust hang out in the birthing pool until it is all over� <hen we set our feet solidly 

on the ground�floor corridor : slowly exhale� 8reta shifts her weight from me and starts to 

walk down the hall� but in the opposite way of bathroom where the birthing tub is set up� 

"<here're you going� honey?" : call out� : need to keep my tone light� "3irthing 

palace is this way�" 

": want to walk� : can't stay still� oh god ��� " she stops� her sentence caught in mid� 

contraction� 
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"4kay� :'ll just start the water and then come and walk with you�" : run down the 

hall and turn on the knobs� tearing off the tarp as : did so� 9he birthing pool is pristine� just 

like 8reta has left it� 6he'd probably cleaned it earlier today� : thought about the chemicals 

and hope they have dissolved or lessened or whatever they do� 6haking� : test the water� 

1ukewarm� : close my eyes� still half�asleep and cannot register what is happening� ":nvolved 

as much as : want� huh?" : think to myself� 

: hear a yelp and suddenly 8reta appears at the door� : didn't know pregnant women 

could move that fast� "-eremy� : think : should get in the tub�" 

"4f course� 8reta� :'ll help you in� 9ere� give me your hand�" 

6he pulls off her nightgown to reveal her sweaty pregnant body� : feel a strange edx 

of arousal and awe� 6ven though we dress� shower and sleep together every night there is 

vulnerability to this moment of her nakedness different than when she steps from her 

morning shower� 0y hands reach underneath her sweaty armpits to help her into the tub� 

6he exhales and inhales gently� : quickly switch on some music� <e start to breathe and 

count together� 

"4ne� two� three�" : say� 6he doesn't hear me� 9he pain is evident on her face� : feel 

so helpless� : touch her hair� her face� but she squirms away from her� 6he's so low in the tub 

that the only things : can do are stroke her hair and grab her hand� : can't decide if : want to 

run away or if : want to be right next to her� 

"8reta� you're doing great�" 9he words sound so hollow� 6he squeezes my hand� 

"1auren will be here soon�" : jump� interrupted by 8reta's blood�curdling scream� : think 

about the neighbors� : guess : should have warned them� after all� : do not want them to 

think :'m murdering 8reta� 6he grips my hand even tighter� 
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"4h� 8od� that was a bad one�" she exclaims a few minutes later� : can't stand this� 

6uickly : make a decision and stand up� retrieving my hand from her clutch� 

6he looks at me with incredible sadness� "<ou can leave if you need to� : said it was 

okay�" 6he speaks in panting gasps� another contraction coming on� 

: start to strip off my clothes� 

"-eremy� what the hell are you doing?" she asks� 

"8reta� : want to help� :'m going to get in the tub with you so : can be right beside 

you� : feel so helpless over here�" <hat am : saying? : can't get the tub� : had read and knew 

everything that is going to come out of her� 3irth� afterbirth� shit� placenta� blood� tissue� 4h 

-esus� :'d never feel clean again but : need to help� and : move to lower myself into the tub� 

8reta kicks my ankle and shin� water slapping against the sides of the tub and spilling over 

the sides� 6he shrieks� 

"4h my god�-eremy� no! 8et your clothes on! 6ww� get out of my tub! 9here's no 

room for you in here� <ou stay outside of the tub! 1auren might have to fit in here� 6he's the 

deliver� not you!" 

: wince at the pain in my leg� 8reta's a hard kicker� ":'ve read books where the father 

can be the deliver� : want to be the deliver�" : say� : sound a little whiney� 

"-eremy! 8od dammit� you didn't even want a homebirth! <ou didn't even want to 

be in here! Aa you wanted to help deliver you should have said something earlier� <ou need 

to go through special classes� 3ow is not the � ow!" she gasps and then loudly farts� 3ubbles 

erupt underneath her� 
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: roar with laugh� : can't help it� farting is always� gods help me� hilarious� 8reta 

laughs too but her giggles alternate with cringes and painful exhales� "4w� ow� ow! :t hurts 

so bad!" 

: return to my place outside of the tub and we start to resume breathing exercises� 

9he front door slams� "4h shit!" : exclaim� : untangle my boxers from my clothes� :t's in the 

nick of time� too� 1auren is suddenly in the bathroom� : squeeze 8reta's hand again and : 

can see relief on her face� 

"1auren!" she exclaims� "<e're happy to see you!" 

1auren immediately washes her hands and removes some instruments from our 

closet� "9ow are we doing� guys?" 6he speaks loudly over the running water� looking over 

her shoulder� 6he spies my clothes on the floor� "<hat's going on?" she laughs� "-eremy� did 

you decide you wanted to get in with 8reta?" 

: ignore the question� "1auren� the contractions are so close� :t seems like every five 

minutes now�" 1auren eases her arms into the tub and touches 8reta� 6he nods at me� ":t's 

going to be very soon�" she says� "<ou might want to leave�" 

"3o way�" : say firmly� : kiss 8reta's head again and she looks up at me� 2 

momentary look of tranquility passes over her face� ":'m so excited� -eremy� : can't believe 

we're about to be parents�" she says� 

1auren begins to give us directions� asking 8reta to tilt up and telling me to get some 

ice chips� : jump up to run to the kitchen but before : do� : return 8reta's look of 

excitement� 

"5on't forget to continue breathing� honey� :'ll be right back�" 9he look she returns 

to me is part sheer gratitude and annoyance for telling her to breathe� 9hat's enough for me� 
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3lue 1ine to 5arnen 

3ext to the 3lue 1ine's elevated platform at 5arnen 6treet is an enormous rocking 

chair� :t sits roughly ten stories high� and is a regular rocking chair except that it is much 

larger� 9he chair is also much taller than the grimy 6l platform next it� 9he large� flat surface 

of the rocking chair's seat holds three small� yellow houses� only one of which is still 

occupied� 9he chair is reason that the 3lue 1ine train route is always busy� each year� 

hundreds of tourists transfer from the 7ed 1ine 1oop to the 3lue 1ine at 0erchant 6treet 

6tation and ride to 5arnen 6treet to see the enormous chair� 1ongtime neighborhood 

regulars know better than to get off the 3lue 1ine at 5arnen because of the bottleneck 

tourists cause by gathering at the door� necks craning and stretched to get a glimpse of the 

giant chair as they approach their destination� 1ocals opt to get off at the next stop� 

0ilwaukee� even if their house is closer to 5arnen� 

2s train lurches to a halt at 5arnen 6treet� 5arlene 9anson looks around and notices 

only a few people riding� :t is early afternoon� :nhaling sharply� she bends down and picks up 

two heavy three�gallon buckets of furniture polish and exits the train� walking carefully down 

the 6l platform steps� 9er arms tremble under the weight and she rests for a moment at the 

bottom of the stairs� barely noticing the sound of banners flapping in the wind� announcing 

the development of open�concept condominiums� 6he passes scaffolding equipment where 

construction crews work� carefully removing faded crumbling brown bricks and replacing 

them with bright peach�hues� 1ooking down at the newly paved sidewalks as she walks� 

5arlene feels pain in her knees and elbows� 

":'m no spring chicken�" she thinks� 6he stops in front of the giant rocking chair� 

breathing heavily� 6he leans against its warped frame� 6weat from the back of her wrinkled 
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neck drips onto the frayed collar of her yellow raincoat� 9he stench of decaying wood 

permeates the air� 9he chair is rotting because of thirty year's exposure to humid summers 

and windy� icy 4hicago winters� 6he reaches into her pocket and pulls out a key to unlock 

one of the harnesses affixed to the basin of the rocking chair� :t dangles above worn and 

dying patches of grass� 5arlene grabs one of the metal chains that affix the harness to the 

top of the chair's rounded� curvy armrest� 7usty residue remains on her hand� 9here are a 

total of three harnesses� as well one large bin on a separate pulley for groceries and heavier 

items� 9hey all run on a mechanized chain pulley with a simple on�off lever� 9hey are the 

only way to trek up and down from the rocking chair� 9he deep� bucket�style seats resemble 

infant swings found on blacktop playgrounds� 

": should just get an elevator installed�" she thinks� 6he smiles wryly� "3ut just who 

would pay for that?" 3efore 5arlene climbs into the harness� she takes a close look in front 

of her� 3icholas� the boy always hanging around doing a city housing assessment� said that 

the rusty playground equipment underneath the chair would be cleared out today� 6o far� it 

has not been removed� 

"<ish they'd hurry up with it�" she grumbles� "9here are a lot of new kids in the 

neighborhood� <hat if they start playing here? : can't be expected to keep my eye on 'em all 

the time�" <ith a sigh she begins to lift the bucket of furniture polish when suddenly a voice 

calls out to her� 

"0rs� 9anson! <ait! :'ll get it for you!" 6he turns around to see a group of young 

people headed down the street� one of whom is running� 6he recognizes the young man with 

modern glasses and lots of different colors in his hair� :t's 3icholas� the one who is assessing 

the houses on top of the rocking chair� as well as the chair itself� 
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"9hose look so heavy� 9ere� let me help you�" he says� 6agerly he takes the buckets 

from her hands and plops them into the basket before she had a chance to say no� not that 

her arms would have let her refuse the help anyway� 6he gives cde a tight�lipped smile� 

"9hank you� : do appreciate that�" she says� 

"3o problem�" he beams� "9ow are you today� 0rs� 9? 7eelin' fine? 5o you want 

to use the lever to get to the top� or may : use the manual pulley? : could totally use the arm 

exercise�" 9e looks at her and flashes a broad smile� 6he is slightly charmed by his youth and 

energy� 

"Aa 0atthew was alive he'd be like 3icholas�" she thinks wistfully� 2loud she replies� 

"4h� :'ll use the lever� thank you very much�" 

9er hand winces as she remembers the first � and last � time she let 3icholas use 

the manual pulley to hoist her to the top of the chair� 5ue to his enthusiasm� 5arlene had 

smacked repeatedly into the leg of the chair but she was too high up for him to hear her 

protests� 6he had tried to extend her legs� as if she were on a swing� to minimize her jostling 

to and fro� but this had done little to stabilize her movement� 6he screamed down to ask 

3icholas to slow down but he mistook her leg extensions� waving� and faint cries for 

frivolity� 9e waved back� clearly enjoying her ride of terror� but suddenly and without 

warning� he stopped pulling� 9e must have thought she was safely at the top and let go of 

the pulley� 6he started a fast descent down before she could grab the pulley chords� 9he 

abrupt motion seared her palms� causing a deep� stinging pain� 

"2re you sure?" 9e asks cheerfully� hands on the pulley rope� 9is friends� a man 

with dark hair and a young woman� approach behind cde. 3icholas turns around and says 

hello� 9hey wave to her� signs of recognition on their faces� 5arlene smiles only slightly in 
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return� "9hey probably recognize me from all the damn newspaper pictures�" she thinks� 

9here have been many pictures from the past thirty years that have featured her dangling 

from the sides of the chair in a harness� polishing and buffing the legs� armrests and seat� her 

grimaced expression captioned by phrases like "0eepin' up the resale value�" 

"9hey're here to take some preservation photos�" 3icholas explains to 5arlene 

before she can protest their arrival� 9hey look around� fascinated� 5arlene is embarrassed by 

the dilapidated grounds surrounding the basin of the chair� and cringes as the young woman 

removes a video camera� 

5arlene calls out� "<'all should do your nosy filming at the top of the chair� :t's 

nicer� : can manage well enough up there� cuttin' the grass and puttin' in flowers� and : 

polish the chair every week� 3ut it's hard to keep up down here� 9oo much work for one old 

woman! 9he city should help me take care of it�" 6he looks again at 3icholas and instantly 

regrets her words� 9is eyes sparkle� 

"6xactly what :'ve been saying� 0rs� 9! <hy should you take care of this on your 

own� especially since the insides of the chair are rotting? 9his is a very valuable piece of 

property and we need to take care of it as a community� :n what other great city in this great 

country does a gigantic� working rocking chair reside � and the history that surrounds this 

place! <e owe it to future generations to take care of this great structure�" he proclaims� 

5arlene sighs� 9hey've had this conversation a hundred times throughout the past 

few months� 3ut before she responds she listens for a moment to 3icholas's friend� the 

man with dark hair and smooth white hands� 

"9he houses above reside entirely on the seat of this chair� -affe was such a genius to 

construct entirely from discarded billboards� and reinforce them with large sheets of scrap 
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metal�" he said in an authoritative tone� 5arlene rolls her eyes slightly� "8enius?" she thinks� 

"8enius would have put up a fence around the top of the chair�" 

9hey continue to stare and film� moving to the chair's undercarriage when the young 

man snickers� 9hey are standing in the playground and looking up at the underside of the 

chair's enormous seat� 

":t looks like a carnival massacre�" the young woman giggles� 5arlene notices 

3icholas smiling in slight agreement� his eyes lingering over the young woman's svelte figure � 

5arlene supposes that it does look carnival massacre� the way the billboards are meshed 

together result in odd images and haphazard designs� like -ane 7onda's taut arm suddenly 

interrupted by 4prah's head� or 8eraldine 7erraro's head inside 3urt 7eynolds shiny metal 

mouth� 0odels and celebrities� whose beautif{il faces and bodies were once celebrated 

precisely for their symmetry and elegance� now� have body parts mangled together in odd 

contortions� 8lancing at 3icholas� 5arlene feels very angry and offended� 

"1ook�" 5arlene snaps� turning her attention back to 3icholas� 9e turns away from 

the woman quickly� surprised at 5arlene's tone� ":t's not that : don't get what you're saying� 

: know you want to save this chair� 3ut the figged reason this was built was so people would 

have a new housing environment� <hat'd they call it �a new cityscape? 4hicago wanted to 

give poor folks a chance to own a home� 9hat's what me and my husband wanted� <e just 

wanted a home� and this wasn't exactly my dream home when we first came here� some forty 

years ago� but it's been home for so long : don't know what :'d do if it wasn't� 3esides� what 

happened to me and my family might happen to someone else if : don't stay�" 6he glances 

up to the chair's fenceless perimeter before taking a deep breath to calm down� 
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3icholas sighs deeply and kicks at the ground with his sneaker without meeting her 

gaze� "0rs� 9anson� we've been over this before� many times� : am sorry about your loss� 

2nd the loss of your neighbors� : can't imagine what you must have gone through� : can't 

imagine how it must feel to lose a husband and son off of the edge of the chair� like pencils 

off desks� because there's no fence! : don't want you to feel like :'m trying to get you out of 

your house� but : also can't imagine why you'd want to stay�" 9e looks at her scornful 

expression� 2 slight redness flushes his face before he continues� "3ut watching this 

beautiful structure wear down through all the wind and rain� not to mention termites� and 

exacerbated by the neighborhood's real estate� well� :'m afraid we'll lose it forever if we don't 

act fast�" 9e� too� takes a deep breath� "9ey� what if we moved your house � just the house 

� somewhere different? <ould you like that?" 9e looks at her hopefully� trying to�lighten 

the mood� 5arlene looks at cde incredulously� 

": don't suppose : can explain it� not to you � you're just a boy� 9his house� this 

chair � even with its bad memories� they're still my memories� <ou couldn't pay people to 

move into the neighborhood back then� 9he only people who lived here were the ones like 

me and <illiam� 3oor folks who couldn't move anywhere else� :t's not much but it's mine 

and it's all :'ve got� :t's the only house :'m ever gonna own outright and :'m old� : don't 

want to move� 2s long as :'m alive and : own the deed to the house� then :'m staying� 2nd it 

still bothers me that there's no fence� <hy won't the city just put up the damn fence? <hy 

don't you help me do that?" 

"3ut aren't you lonely here� too? <ou never get to talk to anyone but me�" 9e 

continues to ask her questions� hands no longer on the harness pulley but firmly at his sides� 
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"4f course that's not true�" 6he sniffs slightly� throwing her head high into the hair� 

":'ve got my church friends and my library work� you're just the pesky boy hanging around 

bothering me all the time�" she says� At is a bit brusquer than she intends� 2 shocked look 

crosses his face� <ell� it serves cde right� she thinks� 

": see�" 9e begins to walk away� ":'ll try not to bother you� 0rs� 9anson� :'ll be 

around for the next few days to finish my assessment� but :'ll certainly try not to disturb 

you�" 9e reaches across 5arlene and flips the lever to "on�" 9he chains squeak slightly as 

the gears spring to life and carry her towards the top� 6he wants to call down an apology but 

she's already too high up� 9e will not be able to hear her� 

"5rat�" she thinks� "<ell� :'ll bake cde those peanut butter muffins he likes so 

much� and invite cde over for one the next time he's up here�" 6he looks around and sighs� 

6he talked to cde so long that the sunshine has disappeared beyond the clouds and heavy 

rain clouds are pillowing together� ":'ll have to wait until tomorrow to polish�" she thinks� 

6he grabs the heavy buckets from the basket and drags them through a waist�high chain� 

fence gate that surrounds her yard� 9he fence is a recent addition� one that she installed last 

year when the first of the surveyors and contractors start to slink� square inch by square inch� 

onto her property� 9he first few times she saw tell�tale yellow chalk dust too close to her 

property� she went outdoors� walked across the seat of the chair to the other yards� and 

rapped on the ragged storm doors to politely ask whomever happened to be working to 

review their boundaries� 6ome would sheepishly apologize� 4thers were brazen and rude� 

"1ady� are you nuts to still live here? 9his chair is falling apart� 9here's no way your 

house is up to code�" one contractor said� 9e inhaled his cigarette and looked at her� 9e was 

fat� with ruddy� weathered skin and a dirty orange contractor shirt� 5arlene didn't reply to 
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the man� 9er stomach was nauseous� 9is statement reminded her of an article she read in 

the 9ribune� 9hey were interviewing one elderly man who said that the phrase "up to code" 

was like a death sentence to elderly people� 5arlene knew that houses that were not up to 

code� and whose owners didn't have the money to get them up to code� were forced to 

move out� 

6he peeks out of her windows all afternoon� and the next day� looking for 3icholas 

but he does not appear� ": hope he's okay� 0aybe : should call cde ... : have his card� and he 

said to call anytime� <ell� tomorrow� if he doesn't come by� :'ll call�" she reasons� ": can eat 

my humble pie�" she smiles to herself� 6he has missed his chatter� :t was nice to have a 

young person around� 

6he wakens that night to the sound of breaking glass and sits up in bed� alarmed� 

"6ounds like it was in the living room�" 6he reaches for the baseball bat� 6he can't find it� she 

leans over a bit� frantically reaching underneath the bed when she realizes her bed is sliding 

gently across the room� 6he relaxes� 

"5amn students always want to rock my chair�" 6he tries to aim her feet into her 

drifting slippers� feet rocking to and fro� "9oodlums! 4an't they let an old woman sleep? 

9umph! 2nd on a 6unday� too� 9hey should be ashamed�" she mutters aloud� 6he gets out 

of bed� 

"<hy do they always rock my chair on 6aturday nights? :'ve got church in the 

morning�" 6he wanders into the living room� realizing that the swaying will take a week to 

stop� "0aybe : ohoqld move� 9here's probably no place in the world where an old woman 

gets woken up from being rocked�" 5arlene scans the floor to see what shattered� 9er heart 
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sinks� the frame that held the first and last family picture she took with <illiam and their 

son� 0att� 6he lifts the photograph from the shards of glass carefully before sweeping them 

into a dustbin� 6lowly she paces for a little bit before settling into her regular sized rocking 

chair� 

"4h� shoo�" she says� 2 lump is rising in her throat� 6he flips on the television� 

pressing the ":p" arrow frantically before something familiar catches her eye� 6he gasps at a 

rerun of the evening news� 

9he television is flooded with pictures of her chair and the houses on top of the 

chair� "<here'd they all come from?" she wonders angrily� 6he only has pictures of the chair 

that she clipped from newspapers� and a few snapshots� 9his is a collection of color pictures� 

some from above the chair and some up close� 4ne early picture is especially beautiful� the 

day's last few strands of sunlight had escaped to illuminate the chair's velvety hue� 9ears 

prick at the corners of her eyes but she laughs out loud� 

"8od� how young and stupid we were! 3uying a house on top of a chair � �� : told cde 

he was crazy! 3ut we just wanted a house so bad�" 6he remembers the day when <illiam had 

burst into their apartment� his eyes filled with a look she'd never seen as he thrust papers 

into her hands� 9hey'd only been married a year and she was newly pregnant� 9e'd kissed 

her� gently pulling her onto his lap and announced "3aby! <e're gonna buy a house!" 9is 

deep voice was filled with pride� 

6he had been speechless� 2lways� they had lived in apartments� she figured that they 

probably always would live in an apartment� crowded on all sides by neighbors and their 

noise� 6he got up from his lap and stood looking out at the rows of apartment buildings that 

stretched across tl�e city� 
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2 house! 9er heart had bounced high� trying to climb out of her throat� 2 house� 

maybe a yard� 9heir child would grow up in a place where there was no landlord demanding 

rent from them� 9er head was swimming� 

6keptically she had asked� "<illiam� how can we afford a house?" 

"6ome experiment by the city� <e've got to act fast�" he said� 6he returned to his lap� 

grabbed his face and kissed cde hard� 

"9hen you better act fast�" she said� 9hey grinned foolishly at each other� 

0ore pictures flashed on the television in front of her� 9hey were recent and showed 

the 0ission�style back slats were covered with widespread rot� 9hey looked like a thousand 

termites had chewed them� 6he clenches her hands� realizing that since she cannot reach up 

there to polish� she ·didn't realize it was so bad� 2s suddenly as they started� the pictures stop 

flashing and a familiar voice came across the airwaves� 

"<here do : know that voice from?" 6he moves closer to the screen� 3icholas! 9er 

heart jumps with a little bit of pride at seeing cde on television� even if it is ���� am� 3ut it is 

a different 3icholas than she had encountered this afternoon� a camp of cold steeliness has 

settled around his eyes and he is speaking with new confidence� 6he increases the volume� 

" ��� it's just not safe up there for 0s� 9anson any longer� 9he damage and decay is 

severe� and we can only imagine the decay underneath the floor�boards of the house� and all 

the pressure it's placing on the seat of the chair� <ater has obviously been trapped 

underneath the house because of the lack of proper foundation� and : am amazed the houses 

have not crashed through the seat of the rocking chair� 9he rotting is so bad that the chair 

actually smells� 9his chair deserves better ���-affe's memory deserves better� 9his is an 

amazing piece of unique art for the city and the city deserves to have it preserved for years to 
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come� : want 0rs� 9anson to be happy and to have her home� but we've got to consider 

restoration procedures and the long�term life of the chair� 3esides� it's clearly not sustainable 

� no one has been permitted to move in for twenty five years because of the tragedies of the 

past�" 

9he camera panned back to the reporter� :t is the lovely young woman who was here 

earlier this afternoon� 5arlene's blood boils� "6o that's why he's doing this�" she thinks� 

"6tupid boy�" 

"3ut given even these tragedies� which 0rs� 9anson certainly knows all too well 

about� this is a piece of private property� and not a piece of historical property� : suppose 

you're saying that the chair must be considered seriously� :t was� after all� originally a public 

service announcement to symbolize 4hicago's commitment to reusable products and to 

public housing� 9his was pictured as a new kind of community space� a cityscape that was 

elevated off the grimy streets where children could play safely� sheltered from the drive�by 

shootings and drug crimes that plagued the neighborhood�" 

5arlene rolls her eyes at the vixen� "<eah� a new cityscape all right� but without a 

damn fence�" 6he listens for 3icholas's reply� 3icholas is a good kid� she thinks� 

"4orrect�" 3icholas takes a deep breath� "3ut that is why� on behalf of the 

neighborhood association� today : filed a complaint calling for the city to recognize the chair 

as a piece of eminent domain property� and not private property�" 

9he camera returned to the young woman� "9he 5arnen 6treet rocking chair will be 

a story we'll follow closely as it evolves� 3icholas 3reton� thank you very much�" 9he camera 

cut away and 5arlene hears the beginning report about the 4hicago 4ubs' losing season� 
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9he remote slips from her hand as the words race through her head� 6minent 

domain? <hat does that mean? 6he owns her house� <hat did he file this afternoon� and 

why? 

6he owns her house� 9he thought races back and forth across her mind� 6he rises 

and walks quickly into her bedroom to take out an old wooden box� 4arefully she sifts 

through the papers� <illiam's death certificate and nestled deep inside the folds of his� she 

knows� is 0atthew's� 6he can feel the weight of it without looking� 2 single picture of their 

wedding day� a picture of her parents� also long dead� and some of 0att's first toys� 7inally 

she finds the deed to the house that is made out in her name� 9he life insurance company 

put the house in her name after the accident� assuring her that she owned the house on top 

of the chair� :t was hers and no one could take it away from her unless she sold it to them� 

6he breathes a little easier later that morning as she dresses for church� "<ell� :'m 

not gonna sell it� :t's my house�" 6he hurriedly drinks a cup of coffee and then leaves her 

house� 6he harnesses herself in and begins her descent down to the street� 2s she 

approaches the ground she is shocked� 3elow are hundreds of people gathered� a few old 

people� but mostly young people with unnaturally white teeth who are holding signs as 

reporter's wave microphones� 

"<e won't let the man displace you� 5oris!" one man with tortoise shell glasses yells 

into a camera� 

"5oris?" 5arlene says aloud� "<ho's 5oris and why are they gathered at the 

bottom of my chair?" 6he climbs out of the pulley� 3o one notices 5arlene� 

9he camera swirls to another man� "3reserve historical art!" 5arlene freezes� 9he 

chanter is 3icholas� 4thers cheered behind cde. 9e notices the swinging pulley before 
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anyone else� 9e meets 5arlene's eye� 6he extracts herself from the straps of the harness and 

holds her gaze� 

"<hy are you doing this?" 6he yells over the commotion and charges at him� 9e� 

too� makes his way toward her� a determined expression on his face� 9he crowd on the other 

side notices her and chants "6ave 5oris!" even louder� moving swiftly between 5arlene and 

3icholas� 9hey push her to the center of the protest group� 3eople cheer and a put their 

arms sympathetically around her shoulders� 6he brushes them off 

"<ho are you people? : don't want any of this!" she shouts� " : just want to live here 

in peace! 3icholas� why did you do this to me?" 

3o one says anything� it's like a bad dream� 6he's screaming and no one listens� 

3eople next to her inch away� looking at her like she is crazy� 6xhausted after her long 

sleepless night� she looks around and for a moment she thinks that she sees 0att and 

<illiam� :mpossible� she tells herself� 9here are too many memories whizzing by her� outside 

of her mind� outside of her control� 2 loud squeak from a bullhorn breaks through the 

crowd� "9esting� 4ne 9wo�" 3icholas's voice echoes through the bullhorn� 

"9hank you for coming out today� : want to try and clearly explain our position� 

which� thanks to the "6ave 5oris!" signs� seems to be a little confused� 7irst of all� her name 

is 5arlene 9anson�" 2 few people in the crowd laugh� the people who hold the "6ave 

5oris" signs turn bright red� 3icholas continues� 

"6he's a wonderful woman� and we're not trying to displace an elderly lady from her 

home for sport or profit�" 2 feeling of hope swells inside her� 9e's not trying to displace 

her! 6he looks at him on the platform and feels a rush of gratitude� 

"6hush� all you�" she says to the people around her� 6he wants to hear� 
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3icholas's voice is shaking� 9here's slight decrease in the noise from the crowd 

before he continues� 

"3ut we'll do what we have to do in order to preserve and restore this beautiful and 

iconic symbol but we can't do that until the houses up there have been demolished� <e've 

already started the dismantling of the other two homes up there� 9he third� as you know� is 

occupied�" 

5arlene's skin tingles in shock and she slumps towards the ground� "<hatever he 

has to do� he'll do�" she repeats� 9ears gather her eyes� ":'ve been such a fool to think he was 

only assessing�" 

9is voice breaks through her thoughts� " ��� and what we've found is disturbing� 9he 

floorboards are completely eroded� what if the decay continues and the playground we're 

working so hard to assemble underneath is destroyed because the houses from above cave 

in?" 0omentum builds in the air� 3eople on both sides of the debate are listening attentively 

and their "6ave 5oris" signs recline next to them� 

5arlene stifles a sob before it escapes her lips� 9he victims he's talking about are heno, 

she thinks� her tiny son� her husband� 9he lights are flashing and popping� even though the 

sun is shining brightly� -ust like the flash of lights from the ambulance as it roared down 

5arnen 6treet� 

6he had been indoors� cooking dinner while <illiam took 0att outside� 0att was just 

learning to walk� tittering and tottering all over the house� 6he had placed locks on the doors� 

the windows� everywhere� she was terrified that somehow he would get out and fall off the 

chair� 3ut as long as he was with her or <illiam� he was safe� <illiam took him outside for 

fresh air while she cooked dinner� 2 half�hour passed and dinner was almost ready� 6he went 
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outside to find them� 6he opened the screen door and instantly heard ambulance sirens� 6he 

knew what they were for� 6he sped from the house� down the pulley and onto the ground� 

6he saw their crumpled bodies only for a split�second before the medics quickly drew sheets 

over them but before they did� she saw <illiam's arm was curled and perfectly tucked 

underneath 0att's body� like 6uperman� 

<ithout warning� she is confronted with microphones and reporters� 

"5arlene� how do you feel? 5o you think that tl�e chair should be preserved? 2re you going 

to go to the city clerk and fight the filing of eminent domain?" 9he questions are fired at her 

fast� 

": feel � <ell� :'m going to � <hat?" 6he stands confused� people surrounding her� 

"<hy� um� yes� :'m going to the city clerk and tell cdf� not to give the � um� the domain�" 

6he stumbles over the foreign words while trying to remember "city clerk�" 9he city clerk 

will help her keep her house� 9hey continue to huddle around her� "5arlene� do you feel 

about the announcement is somewhat of a relief for you? <ou won't be reminded of the 

deaths of your family any longer?" 5arlene gasps at this question and her face crumples� 

3icholas is suddenly in the middle of the reporter circle� 

3icholas clears his throat� " :'d be happy to answer any more questions if anyone is 

interested�" he says� 9e looks straight at 5arlene� an unreadable expression on his face� 9he 

reporters whirl around� 5arlene looks at him for another moment� 9e catches her eye again� 

momentarily� and jerks his head sharply to the left where the pulley is located� 6he slips away 

undetected� :nside her house the box of mementos still lies open on the floor but she steps 

over them and falls into bed� exhausted� 6he wakes up much later that day� terrified and 

sweating� :n her dreams� <illiam and 0att were alive but insisted that she bury them 
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anyway� underneath a large egg�shaped headstone� 6he refused and they took the shovel 

from her� 

6he jumps at the sound of the factory whistles blowing a few miles away� :t's ���� 

am� 6he has been lost in sleep and nightmares for an entire day� 6he gets out of bed 

immediately to make sure she is the first person at the city clerk's office� 6he drinks a large 

glass of water� the coolness refreshing her dry mouth as she tries to forget yesterday's events� 

":'ll beg them to not to grant domain� : need to remember the deed� too� to prove : 

own the place�" 6he waits for the 3lue 1ine in the damp morning air� the smell of bagels and 

pastries wafting up from the :krainian 9illage� 9hey smell delicious and her stomach growls 

hungrily in appreciation� 6he paces a little bit on the platform� heading in the general 

direction of her chair� 6he sees decay and wood rot along the top and quickly turns away 

from it� <hen the train arrives she falls into a seat on the train� watching the neighborhood 

whiz by� 

<hen she arrives the heavy iron gates at city hall are closed� 

"7oolish old woman�" 6he looks at the cold marble columns and heavy� gilded door 

handles� ":t's ���� am� '4ourse they aren't open�" 

6he starts to walk west down 7andolph 6treet� over the 4hicago 7iver� realizing that 

is has been years since she's walked in this part of town� 6he passes people in the various 

stages of waking and preparation for their day� friendly early morning joggers pass her� 

nodding politely� 2 few young people scurry home from a late night out� their hair mussed� 

eyes bleary and shirts wrinkled� smelling of alcohol� 9he daybreak transforms� young and 

prosperous people who look like 3icholas surround her� 5arlene tries to meet their eyes� 

desperate for companionship� but they all a<oid her� 9hey walk straight ahead� ears 
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preoccupied with cell phones or i3ods� and hands gripping cups of coffee� 6he wants to 

scream at them� "<hy did you betray me?" 

9he brisk� unfriendly wind ushers her along� 9he sun streams over the buildings and 

through the glass windows� revealing the grime and dirt� 6he looks up to see tall apartment 

buildings quietly encompassing her on all sides� 6uickly� she turns southeast and heads 

toward the lake� crossing underneath 1ake 6hore in the 6outh 6treet 9unnel� 9here's sand 

underneath her shoes� 6he kicks them off her shoes and walks towards the water� shivering 

as she tentatively dips a toe into the cold water� 6he breathes in quickly and deeply as she 

watches the sun dance over the bright blue lake� 9he sounds from the noise of the city ring 

in her ears� her back firmly to the tall apartment buildings on the city blocks behind her� 
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6atire and 2bsurd 9umor in 4ontemporary 7iction 

:n his ���� essay� EDqghpen po be 7Dken Lenioqo!C, 3ritish satirist 0ingsley 2mis reflected 

on the work of celebrated 6nglish satirists� 2mis stated that his generation's work differed 

greatly from the work of predecessors like 6velyn <augh and 2ldous 9uxley because "their 

world is not our world" (5ooley ��)� :n his statement� 2mis highlighted one of satire's key 

features� 6atire is not only a genre with "an aim� a preconceived purpose to instill a given set 

of emotions of opinions into its reader�" it is also a genre that elucidates an era's political and 

social timbre (<orcester ��)� 9raditionally� satire identifies� defines� and comments derisively 

on the follies of political and social figureheads in order to elicit reactions from the people 

affected by the follies� 6atire is also a genre with a long and illustrious history� 1isa 4olletta� 

in 5ark 9umor and 6ocial 6atire in the 0odern 3ritish 3ovel� argues that satire as a genre 

has changed dramatically in the past two centuries� 1ikewise� 2mis comments on satire's 

shift in his essay� and both critics agree that democracy in 8reat 3ritain and 2merica meant 

that church and state no longer wielded the same power they once did� 9he shift in social 

and political control also meant that satirists could no longer appeal to the public if they� the 

satirists� focused only on social and political outrage� 7ealizing who one's audience is� and 

what they are interested in� is an integral part of any fiction writing� but especially satire (���)� 

2s 2mis noted� satirists must construct fiction that reflects "their" world� 9he 

current fiction writer's world is rife with political and social commentary� so if one wants to 

write about contemporary events� then one must do so in a fresh and engaging manner� :n 

����� an article from the :nited 0ingdom's 7he @qDndiDn referred to the next� now current� 

tide of writers� "the next real literary 'rebels' might well emerge as some weird bunch of anti� 
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rebels ��� who treat of plain old untrendy human troubles and emotions in :�6� life with 

reverence� humor and conviction� <ho eschew self�consciousness and hip fatigue" (��)� 

9he literary rebels that the @qDndiDn referred to are some of today's best�know 2merican 

fiction writers� -udith 3udnitz� 8ary 6hteyngart� and 2imee 3ender� 9hese authors use 

literary elements like parody and humor to infuse new energy into millennium old subjects 

like politics and social injustice� 2bove all� however� what connects these authors is their use 

of absurd humor� 2 rise of absurd humor in fiction is typically a response to feelings of 

frustration and desperation with regard to one's political and social climate (4ornwell ��)� 

"2bsurd" is laden with semantic and philosophical debates� but a review of 3eil 4ornwell's 

2bsurd in 1iterature provides a working definition� "the absurd has been defined as a 

breaking down of norms�" and it studies human behavior under circumstances that are 

highly unusual (�����)� <hen political and social situations are unstable and uncontrollable� 

absurd humor offers entrance to fictional worlds that are even more unusual� 2bsurd humor 

is not a relief or an escape from polemic times� rather� it juxtaposes the absurd to our 

current� real world�� 

7he @qDndiDn characterizes the work of these authors by not only what they are doing� 

but also by what they are nop doing� : will spend a moment discussing what these authors are 

not doing because it defines my motivation for writing fiction that is satirical and absurd� 7he 

@qDndiDn noted " the literary rebels" were participating in an active pull from a self�conscious 

tone� 9his tone featured heavily in ����'s and ����'s fiction� :t is difficult to translate "hip 

� 2bsurdism and 9heatre of the 2bsurd have dense histories� 7or the purposes of this essay� : will refer to 
absurd humor as a study of human behavior that is highly unusual� 
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fatigue" into literary elements� but 3atricia <augh's book 0etafiction� 9he 9heory and 

3ractice of 6elf�4onscious 7iction describes qualities such as "an extreme self�consciousness 

about language� literary form and the act of writing fictions� a pervasive insecurity about the 

relationship of fiction to reality� and a parodic� playful� excessive or deceptively naive style of 

writing" as metafiction qualities (�)� 9hese characteristics were prominent in best�sellers of 

the past fifteen years like 5ave 6ggers's ���� 2 9eartbreaking <ork of a 6taggering 8enius� 

3ick 9ornby's ���� 9igh 7idelity� or 9elen 7ielding's 9he 5iary of 3ridget -ones� <hile 

these authors are not metafiction giants like 9homas 3ynchon and 5on 5e1illo� their work 

does exhibit metafiction qualities� namely a sassy first�person narrator that describes the 

author's inner angst as he or she is writing about their character's inner angst� 7or example� 

the introduction to 2 9eartbreaking <ork of a 6taggering 8enius begins with "7ules and 

6uggestions for 6njoying this 3ook�" 4ne of the rules states "you might want to skip much 

of the middle� namely pages �������� which concern the lives of people in their early 

twenties� and those lives are very difficult to make interesting� even when they seemed 

interesting to those living them at the time" (�)� 6gger's suggestion that people skip this part 

of his book is self�referential because the novel is about cde when he was in his mid�to�late 

twenties� which is also the time in his life when he wrote this novel� 6gger's self� 

consciousness style where he sees himoe!fDo a character� commentator in his work rather than 

just as the author exemplifies characteristics of metafiction� :nderstanding the literary 

techniques 7he @qDndiDn referred to as hip fatigue and self�conscious tone of voice has 

helped me to define what "it" is that current writers are moving away from� 9hey are 

participating in a literary exodus away from the self�conscious tone of voice� <hether or not 

the recent burgeoning of fiction featuring self�conscious tone of voice has a correlation to 
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3udnitz� 3ender� and 6hteyngart's motivation for writing absurd humor and social satire is 

difficult to say� :t is clear� however� that these authors do use satire and absurd humor in 

their fiction� 

<hile : cannot comment on the motivation that drives other authors to create satire 

and absurd humor� : can comment on my own motivation� : am highly motivated by 

considering the self�conscious tone of voice and not including it� 2s my title "7eluctant 

0isanthropes" suggests� my characters struggle not to be just cynical curmudgeons� 1et me 

make clear that : do not think the self�conscious tone of voice is bad or produces mediocre 

fiction� rather� my opinion is the self�conscious tone of voice typically does not ignite 

conversations about social issues� 7ather� this tone opens doors to discuss personal issues� 

and : found that : tired of reading many best sellers in the ����'s because of their 

concentrated personal narra~ve feel� 9hey provided opportunities to explore the individual 

self� and : wanted to read and write contemporary fiction with more social relevance than 

just heartbreak and a thirty�something coming�of�age narrative� Af my short stories "3lue 

1ine to 5arnen" and "9he 7irst" : focus on social issues relevant to 2merica today� like 

gentrification and the displacement of elderly people� and the hoopla of preparation and 

anxiety new parents undergo� Af this essay� : will explore 3ender� 3udnitz� and 6hteyngart's 

use of political or social satire and their expression of absurd humor in the context of 

exploring similar elements in my own fiction� 

6atire and absurd humor are certainly within my work� but not always in quite the 

same way as : expected� "9he 7irst" opens with an absurd scene� 9he protagonist and 

·narrator� -eremy 9ardy� is busy writing baby shower invitations to wealthy 2merican 

philanthropists� -eremy desperately wants his child to have the best possible future in 
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2merica� and he so turns to 3ill 8ates and 4harles 6chwab for loans� grants� or information 

about the stock market� 9e is not sure what the best future for his child is� but he is sure that 

it involves access to vast monetary resources� -eremy's action� writing to 3ill 8ates� is 

absurd� but the context is satirical because it is a commentary on the pressure new parents 

undergo� 3arents are expected to have considered before they have their first child how they 

will pay for the child's college education� "9he 7irst" is about the vast amount of 

information available and recommended for all parents� but especially first time parents� :t is 

also about the preparation that goes into absorbing and sifting through the information� 

-eremy discusses how excited he and his wife 8reta are to have their first child but that they 

are also nervous� 3art of the reason they are so nervous is because all of the information they 

are reading� 9hey realize all of the things they have not prepared� such as saving for their 

child's retirement home� 9he information available to new parents is a fun premise with 

absurd and satirical promise� 3rowsing the new parents section at the book store is an awe� 

inspiring experience� 9here are how�to books on every imaginable topic� 9he premise of 

most of these books is that parents can raise a certain kind of child by following the book's 

rules� Af and of itself� this is not an absurd notion� but row after row of parenting books is 

both overwhelming and curious� 6atire comes from considering all of these books in 

connection to one another� <hen are parents supposed to stop reading parenting books and 

be parents? 0ost notably� if you're a new parent� how are you supposed to know which 

book is the best� and what if you miss the seminal book on a particular topic? 

9hroughout their reading and investigation� however� 8reta and -eremy emerge as 

independent thinkers� 9he crux of the narrative is 8reta's realization that she does not want 

to have the baby in the hospital� 6he had a bad personal experience at the hospital� and after 
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reading a book -eremy bought as a joke� she decides that a hospital birth is not the only 

option she has� 6he elects for a homebirth� 9his decision causes a rift between her and 

-eremy� -eremy does not understand why she wants a homebirth but he decides� however� 

that where to have the baby is "ultimately" 8reta's decision because she is the one who 

giving birth� -eremy sulks and feels left out of the birthing process decisions� 9e concludes 

that it is 8reta's decision where to have the birth and he will focus on discovering what 

books recommend the best parenting methods� : intended to continue to satirize 8reta's 

decision to have a homebirth as well as -eremy's preparatory measures but it become clear to 

me that ending the story works best if-eremy realizes parenting cannot split down the 

middle where one person can take the half that suits them� :t's a partnership� and the way to 

best depict their partnership is if the story resolves with both of them in the home bathroom 

for the birth� 

"9he 7irst" examines a popular topic but in an atypical frame� 3lenty of fiction 

already exists that portrays caricatures of men afraid of children and marriage� last summer's 

popular film "0nocked :p" is a recent example of this stereotype� "9he 7irst" is narrated 

from the perspective of a man who is fearful of becoming a new parent� but not because it 

means relinquishing his time to hang out with his buddies� 4ne author : frequently turned to 

for assistance narrating and creating a male narrator was 2imee 3ender� and in particular her 

story "0otherfucker�" from her short�story collection <illful 4reatures� "0otherfucker" is 

not a gratuitous depiction of sexual fetish and lust� At is an insightful discussion into a 

socially relevant topic popularized by glib media sources like Ieolle magazine� the notion that 

men are unable to maintain committed relationships with women� <hereas a reader might 

expect the title character to exhibit negative traits normally associated witl� this derogatory 
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term� the protagonist simply states� ": fuck mothers" (��)� 9e describes himself literally and 

this representation is likely to draw wry smiles from her readers� 3ender's work exemplifies 

social commentary expressed by non�stereotypical characters� -eremy is afraid of the world 

that society� for lack of a more definitive term� has created for new parents� but he is not like 

many male protagonists who are afraid to be parents� 1ike 3ender� : focused on a social 

topic that is generically referenced as "a norm�" and offered a non�norm view� 

-udy 3udnitz's stories also rely on absurd plots� as well as exceptional imagery� 9er 

ability to artfully transition between situation and substance is a characteristic : try to 

emulate in my own fiction� 7or instance� the opening line in "5og 5ays�" from 3udnitz's 

first short story collection 7lying 1eap� is� "9he man in the dog suit whines outside the 

door" (�)� 9his line is playful but urgent� 3udnitz does not try to convince readers that a man 

in a dog suit is anything other than real� 9here's no mention of a dream sequence or a man 

that looked like a man in a dog costume� 9e is a man in a dog costume� 3udnitz is true to the 

definition of absurd humor because a man in dog suit is a very unusual study of a man in a 

remarkable situation� 4ne challenge with absurd plots� especially ones that are as improbable 

as 3udnitz's� is how to maintain absurd tension� 7eaders are likely to have at least initial 

doubts about such fantastic and absurd events� 9he following conversation is an example of 

how 3udnitz addresses a reader's doubts� 

"3o collar�" says my mother� "9e �nust be a stray�" 

"0other�" : say� "9e's a man in a dog suit�" (�) 

9his conversation reiterates to the reader that a man in the dog suit is not the norm� he is an 

exception� :t is important for the reader to know this is an exception because otherwise they 
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will grasp for clues about what "world" they are in� <e quickly discover that the man is in a 

dog suit because economic depression has rendered near apocalyptic rudf and the man is 

insane� 3udnitz's transition from absurd situation into concern for this five�person family 

focuses the reader's attention� 9er pacing is even more appreciated when compared to 

another contemporary writer� 6tacy 7ichter� 7ichter's story "4aveman in the 9edges" also 

starts out on a strong absurd note� "9here are cavemen in the hedges again" (�)� : like 

7ichter's playful tone as well as the lingering suggestion that cavemen are epidemic problems 

that continually plague the characters� 9he story� however� doesn't transition quickly enough 

between quirky detail and the story's substance� 7ichter spends too much time describing the 

3eanderthal return to her neighborhood� and by the time the protagonist returns to the 

narrative� :'ve forgotten who he is and why he is telling the story� 3udnitz demonstrates that 

maintaining traditional story elements� like pacing� is crucial with absurd situations� 

6imilar to 3udnitz� : wanted to immediately introduce my absurd element in "3lue 

1ine to 5arnen�" "3ext to the 3lue 1ine's elevated platform at 5arnen 6treet is an 

enormous rocking chair�" 3ut : did want remain focused on this element for long because : 

wanted to move beyond my absurdism to launch quickly into a story about gentrification� 

8entrification occurs in rundown neighborhoods where property investors or neighborhood 

associations renovate properties� 7enovations typically cause property values to increase� 

9he original members of the neighborhood� typically poor and� or elderly people� cannot 

afford to live in the renovated neighborhoods� 9he main characters� 5arlene 9anson and 

3icholas 3reton� represent the arguments for and against gentrification� 9his is a relevant 

social issue� especially in major cities like 4hicago� which is the setting for 3lue 1ine to 

5arnen� 5arlene is an elderly woman who will be displaced from her home if gentrification 
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occurs� 3icholas is a young man who is concerned about preserving a unique piece of city 

architecture� the same piece which 5arlene's house happens to occupy� :n the story� a giant 

chair is a rare instance of avant�garde architecture by a famous (fictional) artist� :t is quickly 

eroding because of the lack of care its structural elements� namely the seat� have received 

over the past thirty years� 5escriptions like "the stench of the wood permeates the air" and 

"the rotting� warped back slats" indicate the chair's disrepair� 3icholas is concerned about 

the disrepair and wants to preserve the chair for future generations to witness� :n order to do 

this� however� the city must declare the chair is a historical object� Aa the chair is declared a 

historical object� then 5arlene will be displaced "from the only home she's ever had�" 3oth 

characters are deeply concerned about the chair's future but neither is motivated by money� 

9he arguments for � against gentrification are polemic� but removing extraneous 

considerations like money highlight� in my opinion� equally weighted arguments� 

9he story's social premise leaves ample room for satire� 6atire is reflected in the 

voices and actions of the periphery characters� 4haracters like the protestors at the 

impromptu rally on page are particularly ridiculed� 7or instance� one protestor who turns up 

to support 5arlene refers to her as 5oris� 3o matter which side of the debate they fall on� if 

they are uninformed about the issue� they are ridiculed� 9o a less obvious extent� 3icholas's 

friends who come to the chair to take preservation photos are also mocked� 5arlene 

overhears the man describe the avant�garde creator of the chair as a "genius�" 6he reflects 

that a genius would have put a fence around the perimeter of a ten�story structure� 9his 

revelation also pokes at one of the story's nestled ideas� why in the world did a city allow 

houses to be built on top of something so high without a fence or a wall? :t's absurd� but is 

it so absurd that a city wouldn't do something like it this a weird 37 campaign? :nstead of 
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just building safe� affordable housing for citizens� the city decided to build something flashy 

that was extremely ill conceived� 9he presentation of this new affordable housing is absurd� 

but it also points to a very touching human desire� the longing that many people� not just 

2mericans� have for a home� 2 home represents stability� and although 5arlene has a home� 

it is not physically stable� 9his is represented most obviously by 3icholas's determination to 

preserve the chair� thus pushing her from her home� but also symbolically by the midnight 

prank that a group of teenagers play on her� 9hey rock the chair� which is an active and fun 

image� but the act of rocking the chair is intended to signify that her house is on unsteady 

grounds� 9he story's ending also indicates that the house is on unstable grounds� 5arlene 

experiences a wide range of emotions in the story because it is a realistic depiction of 

gentrification� 9here will be absurd� satirical� humorous� and sad moments� 

4ontemporary celebrated 2me!ican author 8ary 6hteyngart's ���� novel 

2bsurdistan has earned him comparison to 0ingsley and 0artin 2mis� 6velyn <augh� 6aul 

3ellow� -oseph 9eller and 9ladimir 3abokov� :t is his characterization of modern society 

that earned cde a place next to such esteemed writers� 6hteyngart exercises no mercy in 

satirizing both 2merican and 7ussian citizens� 9e writes about 7ussia� "our intelligent� 

depressive citizenry has been replaced by a new race of mutants dressed in studied imitation 

of the <est� young women in tight 1ycra� their scooped up little breasts point at once to 

3ew <ork and 6hanghai� and men in fake black 4alvin 0lein jeans hanging limply around 

their caved in asses" (�)� :n developing the scene in 3lue 1ine to 5arnen where 5arlene 

finds a crowd of protestors in front of her chair� : considered the way 6hteyngart 

characterized both the <est and the 7ussians in this scene� 0isha described everyone as a 

fool� and that was the image : really wanted to portray as 5arlene took her pulley down to 
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the sidewalk in front of her chair� 2s : mentioned above� : wanted everyone� even the people 

who support 5arlene� to look like fools� : achieved this through the periphery character's 

dialogue� 9hey chant the wrong name ("5oris") and say idiotic things to the press� 9he point 

is that no one except 5arlene can understand the full magnitude of the situation and yet� 

hundreds of people turned out to voice their uninformed opinion� 9his scene stands firmly 

as a strong moment of satire because :'m clearly criticizing any uninformed protestors� no 

matter which on side of the debate they fall� 6hteyngart's fiction helps me understand a 

particular problem with writing satire� 6atire is ultimately a hard�nosed genre that does not 

allow for nuanced perspectives� 0y stories will never reflect traditional satire until : 

derisively take a side� 

: mentioned at the start of this essay that satire and absurd humor are not always 

present in the quite the same way as : expected� 6atire and absurd humor f?lay a major role in 

my fiction� and :'m also attracted to fiction writers who use satire and humor� but my fiction 

is also about exploring human relationships and emotions� <hile satire and absurd humor 

figure largely into the works of modern authors� no literary genre or element is ever an island 

onto itself� :t's interesting to consider why what current authors are doing might be a 

response to the writers who preceded them� but : can only draw comparisons to their work 

and my own� :'m not sure if absurd elements and satire in contemporary fiction are the result 

of a departure from metafiction� : know they factor heavily into my fiction� : have also 

realized through the course of writing this essay that literary elements will never nestle 

comfortably inside each other like matryoshka dolls� 2t the start of my exploration into the 

fictional techniques� elements� and influences of my short stories� : sincerely hoped that : 

would be able to tease out one genre� hopefully satire� and contain my conversation to how 
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other elements like humor prettily popped out but quickly retired� put their feet up 

contentedly� and let satire take the foreground� : wanted an essay that was neat and tidy� but 

in�depth exploration did not yield that� 2n honest exploration of my work has revealed an 

amalgamation of many genres and techniques� : suppose that like most writers at any given 

period of time� :'m a product of previous and current influences� and as : write� : consider 

what's been done and how : can make a subject fresh and engaging� 2s a writer� : find 

2mis's words� "their world is not our world�" very comforting� 9hose words provide 

allowances for change as well as room to seek new ground� 
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	7MJ ELUV
	W 

	HSILLSFSW ODEJSLOJ RJRRULJV VUULSL DU LS R\ RLSI FV VRSLV IURR R\ \RDWM VOLWMJU DSIJUSJFWM WMJ MRRJ RIILFJ IRRU-7MJ SRWJV FR\O\ VFDSWJU DU WR WMJLU ROI. IFRLOLFU VORWV LS R\ RJRRU\ FSI VJWWOJ LS FV LI SRWMLSL JEJU MFUUJSJI- H try WR UJVLVW UM\WMRLFFOO\ SRIILSL R\ MJFI-HW LV DVJOJVV- FUJWF RDVW MFEJ IJFLIJI WR WDUS RII "AJOO\ /REJ . 2JILFWLRSV IRU F GFUU\ FSI GJFOWM\ 3UJLSFSF\." ZMLFM RDU FMURSLFFOO\ UUJLSFSW IULJSI 2JOLVVF FVVDUJI DV LV JVVJSWLFO IRU WMJ ILUVW UUJLSFSF\. LS IFERU RI VRRJWMLSL F OLWWOJ OJVV 
	WMJS H ZFV ILIWJJS. 81-0 "7MJ AJFW" FSSRDSFJI X7B'V @RJULFFS WRDU UOFSV- H ZFV LS R\ GJIURRR. MFUULO\ ZRUPLSL RS R\ GFOORZJJS FRVWDRJ . H UOFSSJI WR IUJVV LS WMJ RRVW UJFOLVWLF GJFU FRVWDRJ FS\RSJ MFI JEJU VJJS . GDW WMJ RRRJSW H MJFUI WMJ FSSRDSFJRJSW FGRDW X7B H ERZJI SRW WR LR WR WMJ RRELJV. GD\ FOGDRV. RU FMLU LS IRU FS\ RI WMJ JODVLEJ ULWJ.RI.UFVVFLJ UFUFUMJUSFOLF (GJJU ILUW\ RFLFbLSJV) WMFW R\ IULJSI .JLWM AUJZVWJU FSI H WULJI. DSVDFFJVVIDOO\. WR GD\ JEJU\ VLSLOJ FIWJUSRRS- H FOVR UJVROEJI SRW WR VUJS
	"2JSWFO SRWJ WR VJOI." H WMLSP- "2FPJ RDU DSGRUS PLI DSIJUVWFSI VFFULILFJ. GDW SRW LS FS DSORELSL. RLUJLVM ZF\-" 3JUMFUV WMJUJ LV F FMFUWJU FGRDW "ORELSL VFFULILFJ" LS WMJ WMUJJ 
	"2JSWFO SRWJ WR VJOI." H WMLSP- "2FPJ RDU DSGRUS PLI DSIJUVWFSI VFFULILFJ. GDW SRW LS FS DSORELSL. RLUJLVM ZF\-" 3JUMFUV WMJUJ LV F FMFUWJU FGRDW "ORELSL VFFULILFJ" LS WMJ WMUJJ 
	FRULJV ZJ MFEJ UJFJLEJI RI ELIWJJS 2LSDWJ 3FUJSWLSL9 GRZ WR 5FLVJ F GFUU\. WJOO.@IODVWJI. HSIJUJSIJSW FSI FUFWJIDO BMLOI LS -DVW ELIWJJS 2LSDWJV F CF\-

	@S\ZF\. LW WRRP RJ REJU WZR RRSWMV WR VFEJ IRU WMJ X7B FRSFJUW-H GRDLMW R\ WLFPJW FSI \JW. LW ZFV SRW WR GJ-X7B SJEJU RFIJ LW WR @RJULFF-6RRJWMLSL WR IR ZLWM 3FUWULILJ'V VWFLJ IULLMW FSI ULOOV- DEJS WMRDLM H'EJ WFPJS VRRJ FROOJLJ FRDUVJV LS UV\FMRORL\ FSI LJW WMJ LLVW RIRJSWFO LOOSJVV. WMJ ILIWJJS \JFU.ROI.GR\ LSVLIJ WMLV WMLUW\.IRDU.\JFU.ROI RFS VWLOO IJILSLWJO\ IRJV SRW LJW LW-DEJS ZMJS H UJFVVDUJ "him" RI RDU UJEJSLJ. ZMLFM "ZJ" WRWFOO\ LRW G\ SJEJU UDUFMFVLSL FSRWMJU X7B RU CDPJV RI 6WUFWRVUMJUJ FOGDR F
	"ERULJW \RD. @SI\ 3FUWULILJ." H WMLSP- "H'R LRLSL WR GJ F IFWMJU VRRS. FSI H MFEJ WMFSP.\RD SRWJV IURR WMJ GFG\.VMRZJU WR ILSLVM-H'EJ ORVW JSRDLM WLRJ WMLSPLSL FGRDW \RD-YRD FFS'W MROI RJ GFFP . H MFEJ F V\VWJR-" @IRLWWJIO\. LW'V F V\VWJR RFS\ RWMJUV GJIRUJ RJ MFEJ WULJI. GDW LW LV ODVW RSJ RI WMJ RFS\ VWUFWJLLJV RI UUJUFUJISJVV H FR WU\LSL WR LRUOJRJSW IRU RDU FMLOI'V IDWDUJ- 7MJ VWUFWJL\ VR IFU LV WMDV9 H ORRP FW WMJ OLVW RI LLIWV ZJ UJFJLEJI OFVW ZJJP. VFUFZO F UJUVRSFOLbJI SRWJ. FIIUJVV WMJ JSEJORUJ. FS
	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

	FUJWF FFOOV RDW. VWFUWOLSL RJ- "-JUJR\. FFS \RD MJOU RJ. UOJFVJ> H FFS'W UJFFM WMJ OFVFLSF UFS IURR WMJ WRU VMJOI ZLWMRDW LJWWLSL RSWR WMJ VWJUV WRRO-" 
	"YJU." H FFOO GFFP. LUFGGLSL FOO WMJ WMFSP.\RD SRWJV FSI VMDIIOLSL WMJ LSELWFWLRSV IURR "32 25CH3@5Y /H67" WR WMJ GRWWRR RI WMJ VWFFP- WFOPLSL LSWR WMJ PLWFMJS. H FFS'W UJVLVW LJSWO\ UDSSLSL R\ MFSI FFURVV MJU UUJLSFSW VWRRFFM-6MJ LUFGV R\ MFSI. JSWZLSLSL RDU ILSLJUV. FSI FRSWLSDJV MJU WJUULGOJ ZMLVWOLSL- 5JFOO\. LW'V MRUULGOJ. OLPJ F VMULOO. WRSJ.IJFI GLUI-
	"WMFWFMF ZMLVWOLSL>" H FVP- "HW VRDSIV OLPJ 3JWJU FSI WMJ WROI-" 
	"WMFW> 3R-DFVWJU 7MJFWUJ." VMJ UJUOLJV- 6MJ ORRPV FW RJ OLPJ H'R WMJ RSJ ZMR LV FUFb\-It VRDSIV SRWMLSL OLPJ DFVWJU 7MJFWUJ- 6MJ'V RLVVJI FW OJFVW MFOI WMJ SRWJV FSI LV FOO REJU WMJ VFFOJ- HW'V FIRUFGOJ- 6MJ FFWFMJV R\ J\J LDLOWLO\- 
	"Korry. G just got so tired of the @aby @elly shit -oops, G mean crap. Eot to get in the habit ofrefining my language," she says seriously. Fer eyes cloud over slightly. G know she's thinking about the baby's ability to "hear" in the parents' intonations any negative or crass influences. 
	"G just hit shuffle on the iHod and it happened to be PLA. Lhe baby started moving around so G played the whole album. G think the baby likes PLA." 
	"Ereta, really it's fine." G stretch to retrieve the lasagna pan and as G do, my envelopes fall to the floor. "@ut what do you mean, the baby likes it=" Ean, is this kid against me= Ereta doesn't answer. Fer attention is acutely focused on the papers G have dropped. 
	"Ohat're these=" she asks. Khe bends down to collect them. Khit, G think, she's not going to like this. Khe reads aloud. "@ill Eates= Aharles Kchwab=" Fer eyebrows arch quizzically before taking the pan from my hand and handing back the envelopes. 
	"Fothing, it's nothing. Bust some correspondence G've been meaning to keep up on." 
	"Aorrespondence with @ill Eates= Gh! ?re you following up on your grant proposals= Mou've been denied for two. Eaybe you should letBeannie take a look before you send tl1ose." Khe must have noticed the hurt expression on my face because she quickly kisses my cheek. "Lhanks for the pan," she says. 
	G am off the hook. G lean on the counter, trying to forget about her comment, and inhale the scent of lasagna. "Gt's fine. G'm glad you called for me. Oe agreed you would stay off step-stools. Fow was your day, anyway=" 
	"Gh, it was nice. G had lunch with Earie,'' she said. "Oe went out3 G can't remember the name of the restaurant. @ut oh, G had a chicken sandwich with pesto. Lhe pesto sauce was a little heavy on the lemon, actually. G wonder if G just taste things differently now. ?nyway, did you know that Earie is planning to move back to Ahicago= G was shocked to hear it." Ey thoughts wander slightly as she continues telling me about Earie. G picture Ereta enjoying a chicken and pesto sandwich, crouched over a high bar t
	"Ohat=" Khe whirls around from the simmering sauce. "Bid you touch the oven=" 
	"Mou have to stay off stools!" 
	"G know. Oe agreed, and just now we re-agreed." 
	"Fo, G mean bar stools, too. Lhe kind without the back. Mou could fall off of those too." Khe laughs, catching her hand at her chest just like G'd pictured. "G still have some sense of balance, Beremy. G do not teeter and totter like an egg." 
	Khe reaches past me to grab a wooden spoon but catches her elbow on the silver canister holding the utensils. "Kee= Mour balance is completely offl Mou can't even get a spoon!" G pick up my envelopes and walk to the mailbox. 
	Heople tell us all the time we're so lucky. Gr rather, they say she's great and G'm lucky. Lhey're right. Khe is great3 she's funny, and from the moment we met six years ago, we 
	understood each other almost completely. Oe were at an academic conference3 G was presenting a paper on MFUOTQ %UFQGT. MTFFMTQWFV FQG MJ: $Q B[UOTUFWNTQ ofLFWJ 2.1; &JQWXU\ $KUT.$QJOT.IQGNJJQTXV OJOFWNTQV NQ LTQGTQ FQG PJFWWOJ QMUTXJM WMJ B\JV ofFQ IUNVM.IWFONFQ KUTP LTQJ IVOFQG. and Ereta was on the panel. 
	1

	Lhe Grish-Gtalian from Dong Gsland was me. Ey feeling was this personal angle provided exemption from any scientific or published proof ofmy theory. Ey thesis advisor accused me of sabotaging my nascent academic career as well as ripping-off Feil Moung lyrics. Fo matter3 G argued back that in fact, G was passionately interested in showing how city development was responsible for the similar socio-economic trends in both Keattle and Dondon. Ohen G finally had KLP convinced, G didn't bother to mention that G 
	G presented the argument at a conference. ?s G folded up my dioramas Ereta approached me and tactfully commented, "G thought your argument was very interesting. G'm not sure G've heard anything city planners and socio-economic similarities in Keattle and Dondon. Gs this a topic you want to pursue=" Fer tone was serious but G detected mirth in her smile. G liked her tall frame and candid manner. Oe started to chat. 
	?fter a few minutes of slightly awkward banter, she took one of the pirate ships and ran her long, slender finger along the edge of a sail. "Mou know, the pirates should be 
	?fter a few minutes of slightly awkward banter, she took one of the pirate ships and ran her long, slender finger along the edge of a sail. "Mou know, the pirates should be 
	depicted harpooning the whales-just to stir up a little commotion in the audience." Khe looked at me and laughed. 

	G looked at her and resisted the urge to smile. "G'm not sure if this is a good time to tell you, but G'm Nice Hresident of the local Ereenpeace Ahapter at my campus. Ohales are an incredibly endangered species." 
	Khe froze and her brown eyes widened. Khe blushed and murmured that she was just joking about her professed cruelty to endangered species. G couldn't keep my pretense up any longer. G laughed. 
	"Gh, G'm just messing with you,'' G said. "G hate Ereenpeace. G hate whales, and baby seals. Eostly baby seals. G say club them, then skin them, then take the fur and go clubbing." Khe stared at me with a look of horror but also something else. ?ffection= Bisgust= G wasn't very good at reading people. "Oay to go, dumbass,'' G thought. Khe was really pretty. ?nd funny. ?nd warm, with a long neck that G wanted to kiss. Herfect, really. G took a mental snapshot. 
	Khe regarded me with a raised eyebrow, still playing with the edge of the pirate ship and beginning to crinkle the edge of the meticulous cut and measured sail. G cringed slightly, thinking of the hours G spent on the sails. G reached out and took it from her but allowed my hand to rest on her fingers longer than necessary. 
	"G'm sorry about the Ereenpeace joke," G said. "@ut G'm completely serious about my dioramas. Bon't mess with them. Lhey took hours to construct." 
	Khe took the pirate ship back from me and smoothed the sail. 
	"Jight, ok." Fer laughed started to bubble again. "Aan G keep this one=" 
	? few days after mailing the newly minted invites G quickly walk home. Gpening the front door, G hear Ereta slamming drawers in the bedroom and muttering. ?t the sound of my arrival, she bursts out of the bedroom. 
	"Mou will not believe the day G had today!" she exclaims. G look at her3 her face is flush with anger. G tense up. "Ohat happened= Gs everything okay with the baby= Mou stopped at the hospital to look at the birthing suites, right=" G ask. 
	Khe nods. "Cverything is fine with the baby, but everything is not fine with the hospital. ?s G was filling out the information register this volunteer punk kid tried to give me adoption papers! 
	"?doption papers!" Gt's my turn to exclaim. "Ohy in the world!" Ereta cuts me off. 
	"Gh my god, if G ever see that pimply little proselytizer again G swear G'll ...well, never mind. Fe came up to me as G was filling out my name and address. G realized someone was standing next to me and G looked up. Lhere's this kid staring at me with a creepy expression and says, "Gt's not too late for your child. Lhe father may not be a decent man, but there are plenty of homes that will be happy to have your child." 
	"Gh my god! Lhat's horrible!" G take a deep breath. @ut wait -what= Ohat did she just say= 
	"Oait, what does he mean -WMJ KFWMJU PT\ QTW EJ F GJFJQW PFQ. Oas he one of the students G failed last semester= Fow did he know you were my wife= Ohy does he think G'll be a bad father=" 
	"Beremy, no, this has nothing to do with you, well, not you personally. G forced him to explain himself and he just glanced at my hands and said, 'Mou're not married.' Lhe little punk handed me the forms because G wasn't wearing my wedding band because ofmy stupid swollen fingers. Aan you believe it= Keriously, what the fuck= Gs this the 11 KG's=" 
	"Gh, Ereta, G'm sorry." G embrace her. Kecretly, however, G'm relieved that he is not one of my former students. ?fter all, it's not like G do not try to take them aside and give them guidance. G look over her shoulder at the pile of mail on the kitchen counter. Gn top is my invitation to Aharles Kchwab. Gt has been returned. Oritten in the post master's hasty scrawl is, MU. &MFUOJV PFMZFE NV QTW F UJFOUJUVTQ. G can't believe it. 
	"Ohat= Aharles Kchwab's not real= Ohy bother using his name= Lhat doesn't make sense," G say. 
	Lhankfully, Ereta does not pay any attention to my outburst. "Beremy, G will not go back to that hospital. G complained to the nurses at the desk and they sympathized with me, but said they were just too busy to refuse good volunteer help. G get what they're saying but G really don't want to support that hospital. G don't think G want to deliver there, especially since Br. Earx will probably be on vacation when G deliver. Oe don't know who will be working. G was already nervous about that, and now.. . " 
	"G know but-" G start to say. 
	"G know what you're going to say. Lhere aren't very many hospitals around. G think the nearest is in Ahapmay which is almost an hour away." Khe walks over to the window and rests her arms on the sill. G join her. Logether we look out the window. Khe looks really upset. G guess she needs a few days to cool off before we talk about the hospital again. 
	Lhe next day G leave work early to race to the bookstore. Einutes before, G had received an email from the NJZ MFUJQWV $OJUW. a service offered by the bookstore3 they phone, email, and even, for an extra .2-.00 per alert, send a bicycle messenger over to your work or place or residence whenever a new book or magazine about parenting comes out. Lhis one sounded especially important3 it is a ground-breaking new book called Ahoosing Mour Ahild's Jetirement Fome and available only in limited quantities. Ohen G 
	Oe had not been "trying" or whatever it is that people say that provokes a very vivid and strenuous image of bedtime relations. Oe were a little surprised when we found out but pleased. Befinitely pleased. Fonestly, maybe it's a vanity thing. Gt pleases me to think about a little tyke running around that resembles me in ingenuity and Ereta in resourcefulness. Ohy else do people have kids= Fecessity went out years ago. Damily farm agriculture has given way to corporate farming, and very few lineage-based sys
	-

	Lhe introduction explains the impetus under which tl1e book was written3 he and his wife were investigating birthing suites at hospitals when they came across $UJ VTX PXUJ QMFW:U JXVW JFXQGNFJ: T MFW $OOMFUJQWV PMTXOG KQTZ FETXW HTVUNWFOV. an investigative reporter's look into 
	Lhe introduction explains the impetus under which tl1e book was written3 he and his wife were investigating birthing suites at hospitals when they came across $UJ VTX PXUJ QMFW:U JXVW JFXQGNFJ: T MFW $OOMFUJQWV PMTXOG KQTZ FETXW HTVUNWFOV. an investigative reporter's look into 
	nosocomial infection in hospitals. Lhe author writes, "Oithin hours of admission, colonies of hospital strains of bacteria develop in the patient's skin, respiratory tract, and genitourinary tract. Fospital borne infections NLOO between 10,000 and 100,000 people in ?merica every year." ?ccording to the report one in two babies will leave the hospital with an incurable disease, like Eradual Gnfant Beath Kyndrome that will languish with them for the rest of their lives. G flip to the author bio page. Lhere's 

	''Oow. Lwo hundred hospitals in four weeks. Ducky KG@'s. Lhey must have a trust fund." 
	G continue to skim the pages. Lhere's a list of helpful hints about what·not to use for aids to extrapolate the baby. Lhe devices pictured with large "P's" through them are plungers, bungee cords, car jacks, OB 40, tl1e "string and doorknob" approach (such as used for pulling teeth) and pitchforks. Lhe pitchforks, the book notes, could damage or dent the skull. ?s the introduction concludes the author warns the reader that the following pages are not for everyone, just those who want to ensure that their ba
	"Ohat a cheap ploy, scaring new parents with nonsense about hospital borne infections. Oe have enough to worry about," G think as G pay for the three books at the cash register. Lhis homebirth book is an in1pulsive buy, sure, but Ereta will think this book is hilarious. Herhaps reading about homebirth will help her realize that the hospital is not so bad. 
	Ereta meets me at the door when G arrive home. ? rope is tied to her waist. Gnstantly the "string and doorknob" approach from the Fomebirth book G had just purchased leaps to mind. 
	"Gt's to measure my belly progress each month," she explains. 'Oe can mark each month with a piece of different colored tape. Lhat way, we don't have to mark on the wall." 
	"Gh great! Lhen we can keep the rope as a memento." ?s G examine the rope, G laugh aloud, shake my head and gently tighten it around her expanding belly and attach a piece of blue tape. 
	"Ohat's so funny=" she asks. 
	G remove the rope from around her middle and fling it around my neck. "Gt's just like the baby -it's a noose!" Khe doesn't smile. "Gh, c'mon Ereta, G'm only joking,'' G say. Iuickly G reach into my bag and pull out 
	the book on homebirth. "Fere, look at this! G got you a hilarious book. Eaybe the hospital won't seem so bad!" 
	Khe takes the book from my hand and turns it over in her hands, still not smiling. ? few minutes pass before she says anything. "Ko my reaction to the hospital is just a joke to you, something that G need to get over=" G don't like the way she's looking at me. Gt's a look without any clues about what the right answer is. 
	G stammer a reply. "Ohat= Gh, no. Oell, G don't think so, unless you do. Oait, G forget the question. Ohat's the question=" Ey body starts to sweat a little. "Beremy, this hospital really freaks me out. G'm sure it doesn't make any sense to you -after FOO.\TX'UJ not the one carrying our child, so you just think G'm overreacting but the 
	place where we decide to have our child is very important. Lhe kind of environment he or she is ushered into will set the initial tone for his or her life!" 
	G know what G should say, and G know G should not argue, but G'm angry. "Ereta, Besus Ahrist, G can't help that G'm not the one carrying our child. G know that the hospital seems terrible but what are we supposed to do= Oe might not make it to another hospital in time. @esides, we'll be with a doctor, not the stupid volunteer." G try to bring my voice under control again. "G do think you're overreacting, sweetie. Mou're six months pregnant, and it's probably a little late for us to choose a new hospital." 
	"Oell, G don't think G'm overreacting, Beremy. G think this is really important," she says. 
	Binner is pretty quiet. G do the dishes afterwards, sighing loudly every few minutes so that Ereta will ask me what's wrong, but she's much better at ignoring me than G am at ignoring her. Khe settles onto the couch and flips through the book. G pass by the couch every so often and nonchalantly peer over her shoulder. G see chapters like MXOO GJQW!J FQG QJFU HJUJ: 'NUJFWNTQVKTU FQ RPENONFFO &TUG PWWUUJQGJU and $KWJUENUWM: 'T QTW UJKUNJJUFWJ. Khe sits enthralled, but G feel like it's within a world G can't a
	Khe finally breaks the awkward silence. "Beremy, this book makes some startling good points. Gt turns out there are a lot of baby mix-ups, and not just the kind where parents go home from the hospital with the wrong baby. Eix-ups like circumcising the wrong baby or giving the baby the wrong vaccinations." 
	"G never thought about any of this stuff," G say. G chose my words carefully. "@ut G'm sure the hospitals are more careful than the book makes them out to be." Gnside, however, 
	G'm extremely alarmed. Ohat if someone double-vaccinates our child and gives him/her smallpox instead of preventing it= Ereta is silent for a few minutes before she giggles. "Fey Beremy, ifit's a boy, do we 
	want him to be circumcised= ?re you happy you're circumcised=" 
	Jeflexively, G look down. "Lotally. Gtherwise other boys will make fun of me." 
	"Beremy, G'm serious." 
	"Ko am G!" 
	Ereta slowly nods. G can tell she isn't really listening, and before G can commence with a sohloquy on benefits of circumcision, her eyes widen to the size of saucer plates. 
	"Gh god!" she exclaims. "Disten to this, Beremy. '? person who starts life with a traumatic hospital birth is more likely to end it with a violent suicide. Ktudies demonstrate that there may be a link between how people are born and how they chose to die. 'T\TX ZFQW\TXU FMNOG WT FTPPNW VXNFNGJ. TU JYJQ WT EJ VX!JJFW WT VXEFTQVFNTXV YNTOJQWKNWV ZMJQ MJ. VMJ UXWV TQ F VFFWMTU F WXUWOJQJFN?' 
	Khe jumps off the couch and dashes off. 
	"Foney= ?re you okay=" G call. "Bid that make you gag or feel sick=" G am surprised3 she's six and a half months, which is well past the sickness stages. G do not hear anything and get up to check on her, but the bathroom is unoccupied. "Ereta=" G call out again. 
	"G'm in here, Beremy," she answers. Khe's clicking away on the computer. G stand over her shoulder, relieved that our fight is over when my heart sinks. Khe's Eoogling homebirth. G watch as the screen loads with a surprising number of "trained birth specialists" around us and Ereta furiously jots down names and phone numbers. Khe looks at me and 
	"Ohat in the world makes you say that=" G am surprised at the brazen tone of her voice. 
	"Gt's just a sense G have about these things," ?nne answers. Lhere's a weird musicality in her voice was not previously there. 
	Ereta snorts a little. "? sense." 
	"Bo you know," said ?nne, pouring tea that smells like mushrooms into three mugs. G didn't remember seeing a tea service for the last fifteen minutes. "Oomen who find out the sex of their baby have a -0% more likely chance ofbeing the victim of a third-degree burn=" G nod, panicking slightly because G did not know that, but Ereta protests hotly. 
	"Lhat's ridiculous. Ohat kind of statistic is that= ?nd ifit's true, why did you just tell us we were going to have a girl= Bo you want me to. suffer a third-degree burn= Mou don't even know me -us!" Ereta stands up. G remain seated and pretend sip my tea. Eod, G just wanted to have a normal birth in a hospital with a doctor. 
	?nne also leaps to her feet. "G can see you won't subscribe to my kind of homebirth plan. Mou can show yourselves out." 
	"Mou're right we won't subscribe to your homebirth! Mou're notlung but a phony." 
	Oe leave, Ereta cursing ?nne. G feel overjoyed. Gt looks like we're going to have a normal hospital birth after all. G start the engine and back out of the driveway. 
	"Ko the book she was reading when we arrived is Lhe Fomebirth Hrofessionals' @ible. ?ll the blogs talk about it. Gt's full ofways to scare and scam people into homebirth. G'll be damned if G'm going to be conned. Lllls is my -G mean our -child, and we're going to do tllls birth thing right," Ereta exclaims. 
	"Ereta= Foney=" G ask tinlldly. "Ohat blogs and books are you talking about=" 
	Khe does not hear my question before continuing. "?nd you know what else= G think the tea ?nne served was the same tea that homebirth book warns against because it induces early labor!" 
	Ereta continues to talk as G drive the car. Komething dawns on me. ?ll along, G've been operating under the premise that G'm as essential to this pregnancy as Ereta. @ut G'm not. G'm on the periphery. G glance over at her, determination etched on her beautiful face, and am very concerned about having a homebirth. Gt just doesn't seem safe. 
	Lhe next day is Kunday and another appointment, this time with a male homebirth nurse. Oe meet him in the driveway and he starts by saying that med-school wasn't for him3 there were too many rules and tests. Ereta and G glance at each other, not sure what he's talking about. 
	"Mou know, medicine, man, it is like not supposed to be an exact science ..." he trails off. 
	"Fot supposed to be an exact science=" Ereta repeats incredulously. 
	"Meah, you know. Eedicine is supposed to be felt, you know, like intuitively. Dike what you feel when you have chemistry with someone. Gt's not rigid, with rules and stuff. Gt's like a dance where neither partner knows the steps. Lhey just feel their way through the steps as they go along." Fis eyes linger on Ereta's swelling bosom and shapely middle. 
	G grab Ereta's hand and lead her to the car, calling out no thanks as he protests our leaving. Ereta is laughing and chatty on the way home from this appointment. G do not say much. 
	"Ereta, can you drop me off at work=" G ask quietly. 
	"Foney, really= G thought we could have dinner together and talk about the questions we should ask at the next appointment. Oe have only one left." Lhe disappointment in her voice is evident. 
	"Korry, Ereta. G'm really behind on mid-terms," G lie. 
	"@utBeanie said your grades were..." Khe does not finish her sentence. "Dine, Beremy. G'll leave you at work." 
	"Ereta, really, G'm sorry. G'm just so behind. @esides, we have two weeks until the next appointment," G reply. Khe doesn't say anything. G knew what she would say -that my midterm grades have already been filed -but G do not fill in the blanks. G realize that G really am behind. Det Ereta figure out where and how to have the baby, and G will concentrate on what we do afterwards. G hadn't even cracked the book about our child's Jetirement Fome. Lime was ticking fast. 
	Gver the next two weeks G continue to research, and spend more and more time in my office. Gt's turning into a labyrinth, and G crossly refuse access to colleagues who drop by unannounced. Kimilar to the baby invitations, G have developed a strategy for examining all of the research that G'm ingesting. Gt involves a very large roll of parchment paper, twenty one feet long, and it is divided into three feet quadrants. Iuadrants are color coded until the child reaches the age of seven, and each sectioned area
	Oe're coming upon seven months. G check the mail religiously and still no replies from anyone on the "FG GJBGF?JM DGKL." @ummer. G read constantly3 Ll the morning, 
	Oe're coming upon seven months. G check the mail religiously and still no replies from anyone on the "FG GJBGF?JM DGKL." @ummer. G read constantly3 Ll the morning, 
	at dinner, before bed. Ereta does the same thing, but with her homebirth books, blogs, and websites. Lhe day before we are scheduled to meet with the last homebirth nurse Ereta tells me that G do not need to go with her to the appointment. 

	"Jeally, G'll be just fine on my own." 
	"Ohat= Lo the appointment= Fo, of course G'll go. Mou need a protector from all the crackpots." G peer over the top of my book. "Jeally, no. ?ctually, G'd prefer to go on my own," she says firmly. G rest the book on my chest. Ey stomach is tittering strangely. Gt's like when G was a 
	kid and no one picked me for their dodge ball team. "Ohat's wrong, Ereta= Bon't you need me at all=" G say. 
	"Gfcourse G need you, you silly man. @ut you're not onboard with having a homebirth and G'll be able to get a better sense ofwhether or not this is a good idea ifyou're not there. G'm not totally committed but G do want to earnestly investigate all the options." 
	G nod slowly. "Gkay, Ereta. Ohatever you think is best" G say quietly. Khe leaves the true. Lhe book continues to rest on my chest as G stare blankly at the wall. 
	"Dike a dream" is the only way Ereta explains the final meeting with the homebirth nurse. "Gh, really= Lhat's, umm, great,'' G reply. G want to be supportive but inside G'm groaning. "Fer name is Dauren. Khe's easy-going and G feel so comfortable around her. Khe's a little new-agey but certifiably sane and best of all, she had a homebirth. Fer daughter is three 
	and so cute! Dauren's coming over in a few days to observe us in our environment." Ereta's eyes and cheeks glow with excitement. 
	Dauren arrives at our door a couple of days later. Fer daughter is in tow. Dauren and Ereta greet each other like they are old friends. G eye all of them suspiciously, especially the daughter. Khe does not seem like a freakish home birth child3 her head is not misshapen, and G do not see horns or lopsided ears under her brown curls. Ktill, G'm not convinced. 
	Dauren and Ereta walk around this house, discussing how to transfer the downstairs bathroom into a birthing center. G stay in the living room and eventually Dauren's daughter totters into the living room and sits down in front of me on the floor. 
	"Kooo..."G want to say something but G'm a little lost. "Ohat's your name=" G raise my voice an octave and stretch my mouth into a big happy grin. Loo bad she's not a little older. G could ask her if she likes being a home-birth child and if she remembers anything. 
	Khe looks at me warily and doesn't say anything. G don't blame her. Ey smile is totally unnatural. Ey stomach growls. "G'm hungry,'' G say aloud. Fer eyes brighten. 
	"Fey, are you hungry, too=" Khe nods. "Oell, that's super!" G exclaim. Oe get up and G lead her into the kitchen. G get some cookies and hand one to her, but not before lifting up her top lips with my index finger to make sure she has teeth. Khe does. Khe is also fascinated by the cookie. G tuck a napkin into the collar of her shirt. Khe fmishes her cookie and holds her hands out for another. "Lhis isn't so bad," G think. "Harenting won't be so hard." G hand her another cookie and we munch, happily bonding 
	G answer. "Oe're having a snack in the kitchen!" Lhey walk in and Ereta looks at me with a pleased expression. Oe exchange a smile. G then glance at Dauren and my smile fades. Khe looks horrified. "Ohat is she eating=" she exclaims. 
	"? cookie," G reply timidly. "@ut they're the low-fat kind." "? cookie=" Dauren repeats. Khe reaches over and takes the cookie gently from her daughter. "Fo, sweetie," she says. Kasha wails. 
	"Beremy, it was really sweet ofyou to watch her. @ut we haven't introduced her to refined sugar yet," Dauren says. ? look of concern crosses her face. "Gt's not your fault, but you'll learn when you're a parent that you have to ask the parents before you give any food to a child. Ohat if she had allergies=" Khe bends down to comfort Kasha. 
	G feel like such an.idiot. "Mou're right, Dauren. G'm so sorry. Disten, G'd be happy to watch her until the sugar-high wears off. Fo more cookies, G swear." G rpy to joke but nobody laughs. "Eosh, G remember reading something about this in a book, too. Gt just totally slipped my mind, and G am really so sorry." 
	"Oell, Ereta." Dauren turns towards my wife and Ereta smiles, embarrassed on my behalf. "Mou're in great shape, both physically and emotionally, to have a homebirth, so just let me know what you two decide. Oe'll need to get started soon if you opt for a homebirth," she says. 
	Ereta glances quickly at me, her hands resting on her swelling stomach. G can tell she's already made up her mind in favor of the homebirth. Fow her brown are pleading with me, asking me if G'm okay with this. G'm not okay with having a homebirth. Gt's weird and gooey. G'm not ready and okay with any of this. G can't even give a kid a cookie. G'm going to tell her exactly what G think. G close my eyes for just a moment and prepare to tell Ereta and 
	Ereta glances quickly at me, her hands resting on her swelling stomach. G can tell she's already made up her mind in favor of the homebirth. Fow her brown are pleading with me, asking me if G'm okay with this. G'm not okay with having a homebirth. Gt's weird and gooey. G'm not ready and okay with any of this. G can't even give a kid a cookie. G'm going to tell her exactly what G think. G close my eyes for just a moment and prepare to tell Ereta and 
	Dauren exactly how G feel. G start to open my mouth. Ey body is trembling and quivering but G've got to be strong. G want to reason with Ereta and tell her that hospitals are where people should have babies. Gt's much easier. Fer decision not to have the baby at a hospital, where the drugs are plentiful and pain is managed, all because she's worried about noscomial infections, mixed up vaccinations, and overall, making sure that our child has a happy experience coming into this world, is just plain regular 

	"Dauren, we'd O:e to have a homebirth ifyou'll be our provider." Lhe two women hug happily. G glance at Dauren's daughter, whose cheeks and eyes are starting to twinkle with a sugar-induced craze. G quickly gather their coats. 
	Ereta and G continue our pattern after Dauren's visit, each performing a prodigious amount ofresearch. Cxhausted, G leave work to come home and together we clean the house, set up the baby's room, and the homebirth center. Oe're the proud-owners of a homebirth tub that we have set up in the downstairs bathroom. (G wonder if we can rent it out to someone after we're finished with it=) G am not comfortable with any of this but Ereta assures me that G only need to be as involved as G want to be, and that G do 
	Gne night G wake up around 2230am to Ereta pulling my arm. G open my eyes. Khe's red-faced and breathing heavily. G rpy to pull her into bed but her grip on my arm is firm. "Beremy, G think G'm in labor,'' she says through her teeth. 
	Ey mouth is dpy. "Dabor= Mou've still got a month left,'' G say hoarsely. Kuddenly G am hot. Mnnaturally hot. 
	Kcrunching her face up she tersely replies, "Lhink my water just broke. G was on the couch and G woke up about an hour ago. G felt like G was having contractions but G told myself they were false contractions, and G tried to ignore them. @ut G felt a kick and suddenly G was wet. Lhe contractions seem like they're happening really fast. Cvery fifteen or twenty minutes." 
	G sit up and give her a quick hug. "Gkay, don't worry. G know what G'm supposed to do right now." G grab the phone and Dauren answers on the third ring. G quickly explain. 
	"Lhis is a little early." Lhe concern in her voice is apparent. "G'll pack up my supplies. Beremy, don't worry, but if her water broke an hour after tl1e contractions, and the contractions are only twenty minutes apart, then it'll be soon. G hope G get there in time. Gt might just be you and Ereta for the birth," she says. Ey mind goes blank. G suddenly think they are playing a very nasty prank. Ereta must have called Dauren and together they staged this whole thing. 
	G rpy to listen to Dauren. Khe is speaking very fast. 
	"Lake the tarp off the birthing pool and run a little bit of warm water into it. Fot hot, just slightly warm. Det Ereta walk or sit or squat -whatever feels comfortable -but make sure she's on the ground level and close to the birthing room or the shower. Gkay=" she hangs up abruptly. 
	4h god. : need to stay calm. : hear 8reta's slow pacing upstairs in our bedroom. : run up the stairs. two at a time. "4h good." she calls out before : enter the room. "<hat did 1auren say? :s she coming?" 9he fear on her face matches my own. 
	: lie. "1auren said not to worry. 7irst pregnancies are unpredictable. 6he's on her way. 6he wants you back on the ground floor. though. 3ear the birthing pool. so what do you say we head down?" 
	8reta nods. : put my arm firmly around her waist but she shakes her head. "-ust support my left side. okay? 1ike you would an old granny." "6ure. 4kay." <e make our way slowly down the stairs. 8reta rests on almost every step. breathing deeply and closing her eyes. 6he is concentrating incredibly hard. "3ad. huh?" : say as we near the last step. 0y hand trembles as : rest it on the wall. : don't think it's from supporting 8reta. 
	6he does not seem to hear me. : want to pick her up. carry her to the birthing pool. plunk her down and demand that she stay there until she has the baby. 3o walking around. no pacing. -ust hang out in the birthing pool until it is all over. <hen we set our feet solidly on the ground.floor corridor : slowly exhale. 8reta shifts her weight from me and starts to walk down the hall. but in the opposite way of bathroom where the birthing tub is set up. 
	"<here're you going. honey?" : call out. : need to keep my tone light. "3irthing palace is this way." ": want to walk. : can't stay still. oh god..." she stops. her sentence caught in mid. contraction. 
	"4kay. :'ll just start the water and then come and walk with you." : run down the hall and turn on the knobs. tearing off the tarp as : did so. 9he birthing pool is pristine. just like 8reta has left it. 6he'd probably cleaned it earlier today. : thought about the chemicals and hope they have dissolved or lessened or whatever they do. 6haking. : test the water. 1ukewarm. : close my eyes. still half.asleep and cannot register what is happening. ":nvolved as much as : want. huh?" : think to myself. 
	: hear a yelp and suddenly 8reta appears at the door. : didn't know pregnant women could move that fast. "-eremy. : think : should get in the tub." 
	"4f course. 8reta. :'ll help you in. 9ere. give me your hand." 
	6he pulls off her nightgown to reveal her sweaty pregnant body. : feel a strange edx of arousal and awe. 6ven though we dress. shower and sleep together every night there is vulnerability to this moment of her nakedness different than when she steps from her morning shower. 0y hands reach underneath her sweaty armpits to help her into the tub. 6he exhales and inhales gently. : quickly switch on some music. <e start to breathe and count together. 
	"4ne. two. three." : say. 6he doesn't hear me. 9he pain is evident on her face. : feel so helpless. : touch her hair. her face. but she squirms away from her. 6he's so low in the tub that the only things : can do are stroke her hair and grab her hand. : can't decide if : want to run away or if : want to be right next to her. 
	"8reta. you're doing great." 9he words sound so hollow. 6he squeezes my hand. "1auren will be here soon." : jump. interrupted by 8reta's blood.curdling scream. : think about the neighbors. : guess : should have warned them. after all. : do not want them to think :'m murdering 8reta. 6he grips my hand even tighter. 
	"4h. 8od. that was a bad one." she exclaims a few minutes later. : can't stand this. 6uickly : make a decision and stand up. retrieving my hand from her clutch. 6he looks at me with incredible sadness. "<ou can leave if you need to. : said it was okay." 6he speaks in panting gasps. another contraction coming on. 
	: start to strip off my clothes. 
	"-eremy. what the hell are you doing?" she asks. 
	"8reta. : want to help. :'m going to get in the tub with you so : can be right beside you. : feel so helpless over here." <hat am : saying? : can't get the tub. : had read and knew 
	everything that is going to come out of her. 3irth. afterbirth. shit. placenta. blood. tissue. 4h -esus. :'d never feel clean again but : need to help. and : move to lower myself into the tub. 8reta kicks my ankle and shin. water slapping against the sides of the tub and spilling over 
	the sides. 6he shrieks. 
	"4h my god.-eremy. no! 8et your clothes on! 6ww. get out of my tub! 9here's no room for you in here. <ou stay outside of the tub! 1auren might have to fit in here. 6he's the deliver. not you!" 
	: wince at the pain in my leg. 8reta's a hard kicker. ":'ve read books where the father can be the deliver. : want to be the deliver." : say. : sound a little whiney. 
	"-eremy! 8od dammit. you didn't even want a homebirth! <ou didn't even want to be in here! Aayou wanted to help deliver you should have said something earlier. <ou need to go through special classes. 3ow is not the . ow!" she gasps and then loudly farts. 3ubbles erupt underneath her. 
	: roar with laugh. : can't help it. farting is always. gods help me. hilarious. 8reta laughs too but her giggles alternate with cringes and painful exhales. "4w. ow. ow! :t hurts so bad!" 
	: return to my place outside of the tub and we start to resume breathing exercises. 9he front door slams. "4h shit!" : exclaim. : untangle my boxers from my clothes. :t's in the nick of time. too. 1auren is suddenly in the bathroom. : squeeze 8reta's hand again and : can see relief on her face. 
	"1auren!" she exclaims. "<e're happy to see you!" 
	1auren immediately washes her hands and removes some instruments from our closet. "9ow are we doing. guys?" 6he speaks loudly over the running water. looking over her shoulder. 6he spies my clothes on the floor. "<hat's going on?" she laughs. "-eremy. did you decide you wanted to get in with 8reta?" 
	: ignore the question. "1auren. the contractions are so close. :t seems like every five minutes now." 1auren eases her arms into the tub and touches 8reta. 6he nods at me. ":t's going to be very soon." she says. "<ou might want to leave." 
	"3o way." : say firmly. : kiss 8reta's head again and she looks up at me. 2 momentary look of tranquility passes over her face. ":'m so excited. -eremy. : can't believe we're about to be parents." she says. 
	1auren begins to give us directions. asking 8reta to tilt up and telling me to get some ice chips. : jump up to run to the kitchen but before : do. : return 8reta's look of excitement. 
	"5on't forget to continue breathing. honey. :'ll be right back." 9he look she returns 
	to me is part sheer gratitude and annoyance for telling her to breathe. 9hat's enough for me
	. 
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	3lue 1ine to 5arnen 
	3ext to the 3lue 1ine's elevated platform at 5arnen 6treet is an enormous rocking chair. :t sits roughly ten stories high. and is a regular rocking chair except that it is much larger. 9he chair is also much taller than the grimy 6l platform next it. 9he large. flat surface of the rocking chair's seat holds three small. yellow houses. only one of which is still occupied. 9he chair is reason that the 3lue 1ine train route is always busy. each year. hundreds of tourists transfer from the 7ed 1ine 1oop to the 
	2s train lurches to a halt at 5arnen 6treet. 5arlene 9anson looks around and notices only a few people riding. :t is early afternoon. :nhaling sharply. she bends down and picks up two heavy three.gallon buckets of furniture polish and exits the train. walking carefully down the 6l platform steps. 9er arms tremble under the weight and she rests for a moment at the bottom of the stairs. barely noticing the sound of banners flapping in the wind. announcing the development of open.concept condominiums. 6he pass
	":'m no spring chicken." she thinks. 6he stops in front of the giant rocking chair. breathing heavily. 6he leans against its warped frame. 6weat from the back of her wrinkled 
	":'m no spring chicken." she thinks. 6he stops in front of the giant rocking chair. breathing heavily. 6he leans against its warped frame. 6weat from the back of her wrinkled 
	neck drips onto the frayed collar of her yellow raincoat. 9he stench of decaying wood permeates the air. 9he chair is rotting because of thirty year's exposure to humid summers and windy. icy 4hicago winters. 6he reaches into her pocket and pulls out a key to unlock one of the harnesses affixed to the basin of the rocking chair. :t dangles above worn and dying patches of grass. 5arlene grabs one of the metal chains that affix the harness to the top of the chair's rounded. curvy armrest. 7usty residue remain

	": should just get an elevator installed." she thinks. 6he smiles wryly. "3ut just who would pay for that?" 3efore 5arlene climbs into the harness. she takes a close look in front of her. 3icholas. the boy always hanging around doing a city housing assessment. said that the rusty playground equipment underneath the chair would be cleared out today. 6o far. it has not been removed. 
	"<ish they'd hurry up with it." she grumbles. "9here are a lot of new kids in the neighborhood. <hat if they start playing here? : can't be expected to keep my eye on 'em all the time." <ith a sigh she begins to lift the bucket of furniture polish when suddenly a voice calls out to her. 
	"0rs. 9anson! <ait! :'ll get it for you!" 6he turns around to see a group of young people headed down the street. one ofwhom is running. 6he recognizes the young man with modern glasses and lots of different colors in his hair. :t's 3icholas. the one who is assessing the houses on top of the rocking chair. as well as the chair itself. 
	"9hose look so heavy. 9ere. let me help you." he says. 6agerly he takes the buckets from her hands and plops them into the basket before she had a chance to say no. not that her arms would have let her refuse the help anyway. 6he gives cde a tight.lipped smile. 
	"9hank you. : do appreciate that." she says. 
	"3o problem." he beams. "9ow are you today. 0rs. 9? 7eelin' fine? 5o you want to use the lever to get to the top. or may : use the manual pulley? : could totally use the arm exercise." 9e looks at her and flashes a broad smile. 6he is slightly charmed by his youth and energy. 
	"Aa0atthew was alive he'd be like 3icholas." she thinks wistfully. 2loud she replies. "4h. :'ll use the lever. thank you very much." 
	9er hand winces as she remembers the first . and last . time she let 3icholas use the manual pulley to hoist her to the top of the chair. 5ue to his enthusiasm. 5arlene had smacked repeatedly into the leg of the chair but she was too high up for him to hear her protests. 6he had tried to extend her legs. as if she were on a swing. to minimize her jostling to and fro. but this had done little to stabilize her movement. 6he screamed down to ask 3icholas to slow down but he mistook her leg extensions. waving. 
	"2re you sure?" 9e asks cheerfully. hands on the pulley rope. 9is friends. a man with dark hair and a young woman. approach behind cde. 3icholas turns around and says hello. 9hey wave to her. signs of recognition on their faces. 5arlene smiles only slightly in 
	"2re you sure?" 9e asks cheerfully. hands on the pulley rope. 9is friends. a man with dark hair and a young woman. approach behind cde. 3icholas turns around and says hello. 9hey wave to her. signs of recognition on their faces. 5arlene smiles only slightly in 
	return. "9hey probably recognize me from all the damn newspaper pictures." she thinks. 9here have been many pictures from the past thirty years that have featured her dangling from the sides of the chair in a harness. polishing and buffing the legs. armrests and seat. her grimaced expression captioned by phrases like "0eepin' up the resale value." 

	"9hey're here to take some preservation photos." 3icholas explains to 5arlene before she can protest their arrival. 9hey look around. fascinated. 5arlene is embarrassed by the dilapidated grounds surrounding the basin of the chair. and cringes as the young woman removes a video camera. 
	5arlene calls out. "<'all should do your nosy filming at the top of the chair. :t's nicer. : can manage well enough up there. cuttin' the grass and puttin' in flowers. and : polish the chair every week. 3ut it's hard to keep up down here. 9oo much work for one old woman! 9he city should help me take care of it." 6he looks again at 3icholas and instantly regrets her words. 9is eyes sparkle. 
	"6xactly what :'ve been saying. 0rs. 9! <hy should you take care of this on your own. especially since the insides of the chair are rotting? 9his is a very valuable piece of property and we need to take care of it as a community. :n what other great city in this great country does a gigantic. working rocking chair reside . and the history that surrounds this place! <e owe it to future generations to take care of this great structure." he proclaims. 
	5arlene sighs. 9hey've had this conversation a hundred times throughout the past few months. 3ut before she responds she listens for a moment to 3icholas's friend. the man with dark hair and smooth white hands. 
	"9he houses above reside entirely on the seat of this chair. -affe was such a genius to construct entirely from discarded billboards. and reinforce them with large sheets of scrap 
	"9he houses above reside entirely on the seat of this chair. -affe was such a genius to construct entirely from discarded billboards. and reinforce them with large sheets of scrap 
	metal." he said in an authoritative tone. 5arlene rolls her eyes slightly. "8enius?" she thinks. "8enius would have put up a fence around the top of the chair." 

	9hey continue to stare and film. moving to the chair's undercarriage when the young man snickers. 9hey are standing in the playground and looking up at the underside of the chair's enormous seat. 
	":t looks like a carnival massacre." the young woman giggles. 5arlene notices 3icholas smiling in slight agreement. his eyes lingering over the young woman's svelte figure. 5arlene supposes that it does look carnival massacre. the way the billboards are meshed together result in odd images and haphazard designs. like -ane 7onda's taut arm suddenly interrupted by 4prah's head. or 8eraldine 7erraro's head inside 3urt 7eynolds shiny metal mouth. 0odels and celebrities. whose beautif{il faces and bodies were on
	"1ook." 5arlene snaps. turning her attention back to 3icholas. 9e turns away from the woman quickly. surprised at 5arlene's tone. ":t's not that : don't get what you're saying. : know you want to save this chair. 3ut the figged reason this was built was so people would have a new housing environment. <hat'd they call it .a new cityscape? 4hicago wanted to give poor folks a chance to own a home. 9hat's what me and my husband wanted. <e just wanted a home. and this wasn't exactly my dream home when we first c
	3icholas sighs deeply and kicks at the ground with his sneaker without meeting her gaze. "0rs. 9anson. we've been over this before. many times. : am sorry about your loss. 2nd the loss ofyour neighbors. : can't imagine what you must have gone through. : can't imagine how it must feel to lose a husband and son off of the edge of the chair. like pencils off desks. because there's no fence! : don't want you to feel like :'m trying to get you out of your house. but : also can't imagine why you'd want to stay." 
	": don't suppose : can explain it. not to you . you're just a boy. 9his house. this chair . even with its bad memories. they're still my memories. <ou couldn't pay people to move into the neighborhood back then. 9he only people who lived here were the ones like me and <illiam. 3oor folks who couldn't move anywhere else. :t's not much but it's mine and it's all :'ve got. :t's the only house :'m ever gonna own outright and :'m old. : don't want to move. 2s long as :'m alive and : own the deed to the house. th
	"3ut aren't you lonely here. too? <ou never get to talk to anyone but me." 9e continues to ask her questions. hands no longer on the harness pulley but firmly at his sides. 
	"4f course that's not true." 6he sniffs slightly. throwing her head high into the hair. ":'ve got my church friends and my library work. you're just the pesky boy hanging around bothering me all the time." she says. At is a bit brusquer than she intends. 2 shocked look crosses his face. <ell. it serves cde right. she thinks. 
	": see." 9e begins to walk away. ":'ll try not to bother you. 0rs. 9anson. :'ll be around for the next few days to finish my assessment. but :'ll certainly try not to disturb you." 9e reaches across 5arlene and flips the lever to "on." 9he chains squeak slightly as the gears spring to life and carry her towards the top. 6he wants to call down an apology but she's already too high up. 9e will not be able to hear her. 
	"5rat." she thinks. "<ell. :'ll bake cde those peanut butter muffins he likes so much. and invite cde over for one the next time he's up here." 6he looks around and sighs. 6he talked to cde so long that the sunshine has disappeared beyond the clouds and heavy rain clouds are pillowing together. ":'ll have to wait until tomorrow to polish." she thinks. 6he grabs the heavy buckets from the basket and drags them through a waist.high chain. fence gate that surrounds her yard. 9he fence is a recent addition. one
	"1ady. are you nuts to still live here? 9his chair is falling apart. 9here's no way your house is up to code." one contractor said. 9e inhaled his cigarette and looked at her. 9e was fat. with ruddy. weathered skin and a dirty orange contractor shirt. 5arlene didn't reply to 
	"1ady. are you nuts to still live here? 9his chair is falling apart. 9here's no way your house is up to code." one contractor said. 9e inhaled his cigarette and looked at her. 9e was fat. with ruddy. weathered skin and a dirty orange contractor shirt. 5arlene didn't reply to 
	the man. 9er stomach was nauseous. 9is statement reminded her of an article she read in the 9ribune. 9hey were interviewing one elderly man who said that the phrase "up to code" was like a death sentence to elderly people. 5arlene knew that houses that were not up to code. and whose owners didn't have the money to get them up to code. were forced to move out. 

	6he peeks out of her windows all afternoon. and the next day. looking for 3icholas but he does not appear. ": hope he's okay. 0aybe : should call cde ... : have his card. and he said to call anytime. <ell. tomorrow. if he doesn't come by. :'ll call." she reasons. ": can eat my humble pie." she smiles to herself. 6he has missed his chatter. :t was nice to have a young person around. 
	6he wakens that night to the sound of breaking glass and sits up in bed. alarmed. "6ounds like it was in the living room." 6he reaches for the baseball bat. 6he can't find it. she leans over a bit. frantically reaching underneath the bed when she realizes her bed is sliding gently across the room. 6he relaxes. 
	"5amn students always want to rock my chair." 6he tries to aim her feet into her drifting slippers. feet rocking to and fro. "9oodlums! 4an't they let an old woman sleep? 9umph! 2nd on a 6unday. too. 9hey should be ashamed." she mutters aloud. 6he gets out of bed. 
	"<hy do they always rock my chair on 6aturday nights? :'ve got church in the morning." 6he wanders into the living room. realizing that the swaying will take a week to stop. "0aybe : ohoqld move. 9here's probably no place in the world where an old woman gets woken up from being rocked." 5arlene scans the floor to see what shattered. 9er heart 
	"<hy do they always rock my chair on 6aturday nights? :'ve got church in the morning." 6he wanders into the living room. realizing that the swaying will take a week to stop. "0aybe : ohoqld move. 9here's probably no place in the world where an old woman gets woken up from being rocked." 5arlene scans the floor to see what shattered. 9er heart 
	sinks. the frame that held the first and last family picture she took with <illiam and their son. 0att. 6he lifts the photograph from the shards of glass carefully before sweeping them into a dustbin. 6lowly she paces for a little bit before settling into her regular sized rocking chair. 

	"4h. shoo." she says. 2 lump is rising in her throat. 6he flips on the television. pressing the ":p" arrow frantically before something familiar catches her eye. 6he gasps at a rerun of the evening news. 
	9he television is flooded with pictures of her chair and the houses on top of the chair. "<here'd they all come from?" she wonders angrily. 6he only has pictures of the chair that she clipped from newspapers. and a few snapshots. 9his is a collection of color pictures. some from above the chair and some up close. 4ne early picture is especially beautiful. the day's last few strands of sunlight had escaped to illuminate the chair's velvety hue. 9ears prick at the corners of her eyes but she laughs out loud. 
	"8od. how young and stupid we were! 3uying a house on top of a chair ... : told cde he was crazy! 3ut we just wanted a house so bad." 6he remembers the day when <illiam had burst into their apartment. his eyes filled with a look she'd never seen as he thrust papers into her hands. 9hey'd only been married a year and she was newly pregnant. 9e'd kissed her. gently pulling her onto his lap and announced "3aby! <e're gonna buy a house!" 9is deep voice was filled with pride. 
	6he had been speechless. 2lways. they had lived in apartments. she figured that they probably always would live in an apartment. crowded on all sides by neighbors and their noise. 6he got up from his lap and stood looking out at the rows of apartment buildings that stretched across tl.e city. 
	2 house! 9er heart had bounced high. trying to climb out of her throat. 2 house. maybe a yard. 9heir child would grow up in a place where there was no landlord demanding rent from them. 9er head was swimming. 
	6keptically she had asked. "<illiam. how can we afford a house?" 
	"6ome experiment by the city. <e've got to act fast." he said. 6he returned to his lap. grabbed his face and kissed cde hard. "9hen you better act fast." she said. 9hey grinned foolishly at each other. 0ore pictures flashed on the television in front of her. 9hey were recent and showed 
	the 0ission.style back slats were covered with widespread rot. 9hey looked like a thousand termites had chewed them. 6he clenches her hands. realizing that since she cannot reach up there to polish. she·didn't realize it was so bad. 2s suddenly as they started. the pictures stop flashing and a familiar voice came across the airwaves. 
	"<here do : know that voice from?" 6he moves closer to the screen. 3icholas! 9er heart jumps with a little bit of pride at seeing cde on television. even ifit is .... am. 3ut it is a different 3icholas than she had encountered this afternoon. a camp of cold steeliness has settled around his eyes and he is speaking with new confidence. 6he increases the volume. 
	" ...it's just not safe up there for 0s. 9anson any longer. 9he damage and decay is severe. and we can only imagine the decay underneath the floor.boards of the house. and all the pressure it's placing on the seat of the chair. <ater has obviously been trapped underneath the house because of the lack of proper foundation. and : am amazed the houses have not crashed through the seat of the rocking chair. 9he rotting is so bad that the chair actually smells. 9his chair deserves better...-affe's memory deserve
	" ...it's just not safe up there for 0s. 9anson any longer. 9he damage and decay is severe. and we can only imagine the decay underneath the floor.boards of the house. and all the pressure it's placing on the seat of the chair. <ater has obviously been trapped underneath the house because of the lack of proper foundation. and : am amazed the houses have not crashed through the seat of the rocking chair. 9he rotting is so bad that the chair actually smells. 9his chair deserves better...-affe's memory deserve
	come. : want 0rs. 9anson to be happy and to have her home. but we've got to consider restoration procedures and the long.term life of the chair. 3esides. it's clearly not sustainable . no one has been permitted to move in for twenty five years because of the tragedies of the past." 

	9he camera panned back to the reporter. :t is the lovely young woman who was here earlier this afternoon. 5arlene's blood boils. "6o that's why he's doing this." she thinks. "6tupid boy." 
	"3ut given even these tragedies. which 0rs. 9anson certainly knows all too well about. this is a piece of private property. and not a piece of historical property. : suppose you're saying that the chair must be considered seriously. :t was. after all. originally a public service announcement to symbolize 4hicago's commitment to reusable products and to public housing. 9his was pictured as a new kind of community space. a cityscape that was elevated off the grimy streets where children could play safely. she
	5arlene rolls her eyes at the vixen. "<eah. a new cityscape all right. but without a damn fence." 6he listens for 3icholas's reply. 3icholas is a good kid. she thinks. 
	"4orrect." 3icholas takes a deep breath. "3ut that is why. on behalf of the neighborhood association. today : filed a complaint calling for the city to recognize the chair as a piece of eminent domain property. and not private property." 
	9he camera returned to the young woman. "9he 5arnen 6treet rocking chair will be a story we'll follow closely as it evolves. 3icholas 3reton. thank you very much." 9he camera cut away and 5arlene hears the beginning report about the 4hicago 4ubs' losing season. 
	9he remote slips from her hand as the words race through her head. 6minent domain? <hat does that mean? 6he owns her house. <hat did he file this afternoon. and why? 
	6he owns her house. 9he thought races back and forth across her mind. 6he rises and walks quickly into her bedroom to take out an old wooden box. 4arefully she sifts through the papers. <illiam's death certificate and nestled deep inside the folds of his. she knows. is 0atthew's. 6he can feel the weight ofit without looking. 2 single picture of their wedding day. a picture ofher parents. also long dead. and some of 0att's first toys. 7inally she finds the deed to the house that is made out in her name. 9he 
	6he breathes a little easier later that morning as she dresses for church. "<ell. :'m not gonna sell it. :t's my house." 6he hurriedly drinks a cup of coffee and then leaves her house. 6he harnesses herself in and begins her descent down to the street. 2s she approaches the ground she is shocked. 3elow are hundreds ofpeople gathered. a few old people. but mostly young people with unnaturally white teeth who are holding signs as reporter's wave microphones. 
	"<e won't let the man displace you. 5oris!" one man with tortoise shell glasses yells into a camera. "5oris?" 5arlene says aloud. "<ho's 5oris and why are they gathered at the bottom of my chair?" 6he climbs out of the pulley. 3o one notices 5arlene. 9he camera swirls to another man. "3reserve historical art!" 5arlene freezes. 9he chanter is 3icholas. 4thers cheered behind cde. 9e notices the swinging pulley before 
	anyone else. 9e meets 5arlene's eye. 6he extracts herself from the straps of the harness and holds her gaze. 
	"<hy are you doing this?" 6he yells over the commotion and charges at him. 9e. too. makes his way toward her. a determined expression on his face. 9he crowd on the other side notices her and chants "6ave 5oris!" even louder. moving swiftly between 5arlene and 3icholas. 9hey push her to the center of the protest group. 3eople cheer and a put their arms sympathetically around her shoulders. 6he brushes them off 
	"<ho are you people? : don't want any of this!" she shouts. ": just want to live here in peace! 3icholas. why did you do this to me?" 
	3o one says anything. it's like a bad dream. 6he's screaming and no one listens. 3eople next to her inch away. looking at her like she is crazy. 6xhausted after her long sleepless night. she looks around and for a moment she thinks that she sees 0att and <illiam. :mpossible. she tells herself. 9here are too many memories whizzing by her. outside of her mind. outside of her control. 2 loud squeak from a bullhorn breaks through the crowd. "9esting. 4ne 9wo." 3icholas's voice echoes through the bullhorn. 
	"9hank you for coming out today. : want to try and clearly explain our position. which. thanks to the "6ave 5oris!" signs. seems to be a little confused. 7irst of all. her name is 5arlene 9anson." 2 few people in the crowd laugh. the people who hold the "6ave 5oris" signs turn bright red. 3icholas continues. 
	"6he's a wonderful woman. and we're not trying to displace an elderly lady from her home for sport or profit." 2 feeling of hope swells inside her. 9e's not trying to displace her! 6he looks at him on the platform and feels a rush ofgratitude. 
	"6hush. all you." she says to the people around her. 6he wants to hear. 
	3icholas's voice is shaking. 9here's slight decrease in the noise from the crowd before he continues. 
	"3ut we'll do what we have to do in order to preserve and restore this beautiful and iconic symbol but we can't do that until the houses up there have been demolished. <e've already started the dismantling of the other two homes up there. 9he third. as you know. is occupied." 
	5arlene's skin tingles in shock and she slumps towards the ground. "<hatever he has to do. he'll do." she repeats. 9ears gather her eyes. ":'ve been such a fool to think he was only assessing." 
	9is voice breaks through her thoughts. " ... and what we've found is disturbing. 9he floorboards are completely eroded. what if the decay continues and the playground we're working so hard to assemble underneath is destroyed because the houses from above cave in?" 0omentum builds in the air. 3eople on both sides of the debate are listening attentively and their "6ave 5oris" signs recline next to them. 
	5arlene stifles a sob before it escapes her lips. 9he victims he's talking about are heno, she thinks. her tiny son. her husband. 9he lights are flashing and popping. even though the sun is shining brightly. -ust like the flash of lights from the ambulance as it roared down 5arnen 6treet. 
	6he had been indoors. cooking dinner while <illiam took 0att outside. 0att was just learning to walk. tittering and tottering all over the house. 6he had placed locks on the doors. the windows. everywhere. she was terrified that somehow he would get out and fall off the chair. 3ut as long as he was with her or <illiam. he was safe. <illiam took him outside for fresh air while she cooked dinner. 2 half.hour passed and dinner was almost ready. 6he went 
	6he had been indoors. cooking dinner while <illiam took 0att outside. 0att was just learning to walk. tittering and tottering all over the house. 6he had placed locks on the doors. the windows. everywhere. she was terrified that somehow he would get out and fall off the chair. 3ut as long as he was with her or <illiam. he was safe. <illiam took him outside for fresh air while she cooked dinner. 2 half.hour passed and dinner was almost ready. 6he went 
	outside to find them. 6he opened the screen door and instantly heard ambulance sirens. 6he knew what they were for. 6he sped from the house. down the pulley and onto the ground. 6he saw their crumpled bodies only for a split.second before the medics quickly drew sheets over them but before they did. she saw <illiam's arm was curled and perfectly tucked underneath 0att's body. like 6uperman. 

	<ithout warning. she is confronted with microphones and reporters. "5arlene. how do you feel? 5o you think that tl.e chair should be preserved? 2re you going to go to the city clerk and fight the filing of eminent domain?" 9he questions are fired at her fast. 
	": feel . <ell. :'m going to . <hat?" 6he stands confused. people surrounding her. "<hy. um. yes. :'m going to the city clerk and tell cdf. not to give the . um. the domain." 6he stumbles over the foreign words while trying to remember "city clerk." 9he city clerk will help her keep her house. 9hey continue to huddle around her. "5arlene. do you feel about the announcement is somewhat of a relief for you? <ou won't be reminded of the deaths ofyour family any longer?" 5arlene gasps at this question and her f
	3icholas clears his throat. ":'d be happy to answer any more questions if anyone is interested." he says. 9e looks straight at 5arlene. an unreadable expression on his face. 9he reporters whirl around. 5arlene looks at him for another moment. 9e catches her eye again. momentarily. and jerks his head sharply to the left where the pulley is located. 6he slips away undetected. :nside her house the box of mementos still lies open on the floor but she steps over them and falls into bed. exhausted. 6he wakes up m
	3icholas clears his throat. ":'d be happy to answer any more questions if anyone is interested." he says. 9e looks straight at 5arlene. an unreadable expression on his face. 9he reporters whirl around. 5arlene looks at him for another moment. 9e catches her eye again. momentarily. and jerks his head sharply to the left where the pulley is located. 6he slips away undetected. :nside her house the box of mementos still lies open on the floor but she steps over them and falls into bed. exhausted. 6he wakes up m
	anyway. underneath a large egg.shaped headstone. 6he refused and they took the shovel from her. 

	6he jumps at the sound of the factory whistles blowing a few miles away. :t's .... am. 6he has been lost in sleep and nightmares for an entire day. 6he gets out of bed immediately to make sure she is the first person at the city clerk's office. 6he drinks a large glass of water. the coolness refreshing her dry mouth as she tries to forget yesterday's events. 
	":'ll beg them to not to grant domain. : need to remember the deed. too. to prove : own the place." 6he waits for the 3lue 1ine in the damp morning air. the smell of bagels and pastries wafting up from the :krainian 9illage. 9hey smell delicious and her stomach growls hungrily in appreciation. 6he paces a little bit on the platform. heading in the general direction of her chair. 6he sees decay and wood rot along the top and quickly turns away from it. <hen the train arrives she falls into a seat on the trai
	<hen she arrives the heavy iron gates at city hall are closed. "7oolish old woman." 6he looks at the cold marble columns and heavy. gilded door handles. ":t's .... am. '4ourse they aren't open." 
	6he starts to walk west down 7andolph 6treet. over the 4hicago 7iver. realizing that is has been years since she's walked in this part of town. 6he passes people in the various stages of waking and preparation for their day. friendly early morning joggers pass her. nodding politely. 2 few young people scurry home from a late night out. their hair mussed. eyes bleary and shirts wrinkled. smelling of alcohol. 9he daybreak transforms. young and prosperous people who look like 3icholas surround her. 5arlene tri
	6he starts to walk west down 7andolph 6treet. over the 4hicago 7iver. realizing that is has been years since she's walked in this part of town. 6he passes people in the various stages of waking and preparation for their day. friendly early morning joggers pass her. nodding politely. 2 few young people scurry home from a late night out. their hair mussed. eyes bleary and shirts wrinkled. smelling of alcohol. 9he daybreak transforms. young and prosperous people who look like 3icholas surround her. 5arlene tri
	preoccupied with cell phones or i3ods. and hands gripping cups of coffee. 6he wants to scream at them. "<hy did you betray me?" 

	9he brisk. unfriendly wind ushers her along. 9he sun streams over the buildings and through the glass windows. revealing the grime and dirt. 6he looks up to see tall apartment buildings quietly encompassing her on all sides. 6uickly. she turns southeast and heads toward the lake. crossing underneath 1ake 6hore in the 6outh 6treet 9unnel. 9here's sand underneath her shoes. 6he kicks them off her shoes and walks towards the water. shivering as she tentatively dips a toe into the cold water. 6he breathes in qu
	6atire and 2bsurd 9umor in 4ontemporary 7iction 
	:n his .... essay. EDqghpen po be 7Dken Lenioqo!C, 3ritish satirist 0ingsley 2mis reflected on the work of celebrated 6nglish satirists. 2mis stated that his generation's work differed greatly from the work of predecessors like 6velyn <augh and 2ldous 9uxley because "their world is not our world" (5ooley ..). :n his statement. 2mis highlighted one of satire's key features. 6atire is not only a genre with "an aim. a preconceived purpose to instill a given set of emotions of opinions into its reader." it is a
	2s 2mis noted. satirists must construct fiction that reflects "their" world. 9he current fiction writer's world is rife with political and social commentary. so if one wants to write about contemporary events. then one must do so in a fresh and engaging manner. :n ..... an article from the :nited 0ingdom's 7he @qDndiDn referred to the next. now current. tide ofwriters. "the next real literary 'rebels' might well emerge as some weird bunch of anti. 
	2s 2mis noted. satirists must construct fiction that reflects "their" world. 9he current fiction writer's world is rife with political and social commentary. so if one wants to write about contemporary events. then one must do so in a fresh and engaging manner. :n ..... an article from the :nited 0ingdom's 7he @qDndiDn referred to the next. now current. tide ofwriters. "the next real literary 'rebels' might well emerge as some weird bunch of anti. 
	rebels ... who treat of plain old untrendy human troubles and emotions in :.6. life with reverence. humor and conviction. <ho eschew self.consciousness and hip fatigue" (..). 9he literary rebels that the @qDndiDn referred to are some of today's best.know 2merican fiction writers. -udith 3udnitz. 8ary 6hteyngart. and 2imee 3ender. 9hese authors use literary elements like parody and humor to infuse new energy into millennium old subjects like politics and social injustice. 2bove all. however. what connects th
	. 


	7he @qDndiDn characterizes the work of these authors by not only what they are doing. but also by what they are nop doing. : will spend a moment discussing what these authors are not doing because it defines my motivation for writing fiction that is satirical and absurd. 7he @qDndiDn noted "the literary rebels" were participating in an active pull from a self.conscious tone. 9his tone featured heavily in ....'s and ....'s fiction. :t is difficult to translate "hip 
	2bsurdism and 9heatre of the 2bsurd have dense histories. 7or the purposes ofthis essay. : will refer to absurd humor as a study of human behavior that is highly unusual. 
	. 

	fatigue" into literary elements. but 3atricia <augh's book 0etafiction. 9he 9heory and 3ractice of 6elf.4onscious 7iction describes qualities such as "an extreme self.consciousness about language. literary form and the act ofwriting fictions. a pervasive insecurity about the relationship of fiction to reality. and a parodic. playful. excessive or deceptively naive style of writing" as metafiction qualities (.). 9hese characteristics were prominent in best.sellers of the past fifteen years like 5ave 6ggers's
	fatigue" into literary elements. but 3atricia <augh's book 0etafiction. 9he 9heory and 3ractice of 6elf.4onscious 7iction describes qualities such as "an extreme self.consciousness about language. literary form and the act ofwriting fictions. a pervasive insecurity about the relationship of fiction to reality. and a parodic. playful. excessive or deceptively naive style of writing" as metafiction qualities (.). 9hese characteristics were prominent in best.sellers of the past fifteen years like 5ave 6ggers's
	3udnitz. 3ender. and 6hteyngart's motivation for writing absurd humor and social satire is difficult to say. :t is clear. however. that these authors do use satire and absurd humor in their fiction. 

	<hile : cannot comment on the motivation that drives other authors to create satire and absurd humor. : can comment on my own motivation. : am highly motivated by considering the self.conscious tone of voice and not including it. 2s my title "7eluctant 0isanthropes" suggests. my characters struggle not to be just cynical curmudgeons. 1et me make clear that : do not think the self.conscious tone of voice is bad or produces mediocre fiction. rather. my opinion is the self.conscious tone of voice typically doe
	6atire and absurd humor are certainly within my work. but not always in quite the same way as : expected. "9he 7irst" opens with an absurd scene. 9he protagonist and ·narrator. -eremy 9ardy. is busy writing baby shower invitations to wealthy 2merican philanthropists. -eremy desperately wants his child to have the best possible future in 
	2merica. and he so turns to 3ill 8ates and 4harles 6chwab for loans. grants. or information about the stock market. 9e is not sure what the best future for his child is. but he is sure that it involves access to vast monetary resources. -eremy's action. writing to 3ill 8ates. is absurd. but the context is satirical because it is a commentary on the pressure new parents undergo. 3arents are expected to have considered before they have their first child how they will pay for the child's college education. "9h
	are also nervous. 3art of the reason they are so nervous is because all of the information they 
	are reading. 9hey realize all of the things they have not prepared. such as saving for their 
	child's retirement home. 9he information available to new parents is a fun premise with 
	absurd and satirical promise. 3rowsing the new parents section at the book store is an awe. inspiring experience. 9here are how.to books on every imaginable topic. 9he premise of most of these books is that parents can raise a certain kind of child by following the book's 
	rules. Af and of itself. this is not an absurd notion. but row after row of parenting books is 
	both overwhelming and curious. 6atire comes from considering all of these books in 
	connection to one another. <hen are parents supposed to stop reading parenting books and 
	be parents? 0ost notably. ifyou're a new parent. how are you supposed to know which 
	book is the best. and what if you miss the seminal book on a particular topic? 
	9hroughout their reading and investigation. however. 8reta and -eremy emerge as independent thinkers. 9he crux of the narrative is 8reta's realization that she does not want to have the baby in the hospital. 6he had a bad personal experience at the hospital. and after 
	9hroughout their reading and investigation. however. 8reta and -eremy emerge as independent thinkers. 9he crux of the narrative is 8reta's realization that she does not want to have the baby in the hospital. 6he had a bad personal experience at the hospital. and after 
	reading a book-eremy bought as a joke. she decides that a hospital birth is not the only option she has. 6he elects for a homebirth. 9his decision causes a rift between her and -eremy. -eremy does not understand why she wants a homebirth but he decides. however. 

	that where to have the baby is "ultimately" 8reta's decision because she is the one who giving birth. -eremy sulks and feels left out of the birthing process decisions. 9e concludes 
	that it is 8reta's decision where to have the birth and he will focus on discovering what 
	books recommend the best parenting methods. : intended to continue to satirize 8reta's 
	decision to have a homebirth as well as -eremy's preparatory measures but it become clear to 
	me that ending the story works best if-eremy realizes parenting cannot split down the 
	middle where one person can take the half that suits them. :t's a partnership. and the way to 
	best depict their partnership is if the story resolves with both of them in the home bathroom 
	for the birth. 
	"9he 7irst" examines a popular topic but in an atypical frame. 3lenty of fiction already exists that portrays caricatures of men afraid of children and marriage. last summer's popular film "0nocked :p" is a recent example of this stereotype. "9he 7irst" is narrated from the perspective of a man who is fearful of becoming a new parent. but not because it means relinquishing his time to hang out with his buddies. 4ne author : frequently turned to for assistance narrating and creating a male narrator was 2imee
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	term. the protagonist simply states. ": fuck mothers" (..). 9e describes himself literally and this representation is likely to draw wry smiles from her readers. 3ender's work exemplifies social commentary expressed by non.stereotypical characters. -eremy is afraid of the world that society. for lack of a more definitive term. has created for new parents. but he is not like many male protagonists who are afraid to be parents. 1ike 3ender. : focused on a social topic that is generically referenced as "a norm
	-udy 3udnitz's stories also rely on absurd plots. as well as exceptional imagery. 9er ability to artfully transition between situation and substance is a characteristic : try to emulate in my own fiction. 7or instance. the opening line in "5og 5ays." from 3udnitz's first short story collection 7lying 1eap. is. "9he man in the dog suit whines outside the door" (.). 9his line is playful but urgent. 3udnitz does not try to convince readers that a man in a dog suit is anything other than real. 9here's no mentio
	"3o collar." says my mother. "9e .nust be a stray." "0other." : say. "9e's a man in a dog suit." (.) 
	9his conversation reiterates to the reader that a man in the dog suit is not the norm. he is an exception. :t is important for the reader to know this is an exception because otherwise they 
	....... 
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	will grasp for clues about what "world" they are in. <e quickly discover that the man is in a dog suit because economic depression has rendered near apocalyptic rudf and the man is insane. 3udnitz's transition from absurd situation into concern for this five.person family focuses the reader's attention. 9er pacing is even more appreciated when compared to another contemporary writer. 6tacy 7ichter. 7ichter's story "4aveman in the 9edges" also starts out on a strong absurd note. "9here are cavemen in the hed
	6imilar to 3udnitz. : wanted to immediately introduce my absurd element in "3lue 1ine to 5arnen." "3ext to the 3lue 1ine's elevated platform at 5arnen 6treet is an enormous rocking chair." 3ut : did want remain focused on this element for long because : wanted to move beyond my absurdism to launch quickly into a story about gentrification. 8entrification occurs in rundown neighborhoods where property investors or neighborhood associations renovate properties. 7enovations typically cause property values to i
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	occurs. 3icholas is a young man who is concerned about preserving a unique piece of city architecture. the same piece which 5arlene's house happens to occupy. :n the story. a giant chair is a rare instance of avant.garde architecture by a famous (fictional) artist. :t is quickly eroding because of the lack of care its structural elements. namely the seat. have received over the past thirty years. 5escriptions like "the stench of the wood permeates the air" and "the rotting. warped back slats" indicate the c
	9he story's social premise leaves ample room for satire. 6atire is reflected in the voices and actions of the periphery characters. 4haracters like the protestors at the impromptu rally on page are particularly ridiculed. 7or instance. one protestor who turns up to support 5arlene refers to her as 5oris. 3o matter which side of the debate they fall on. if they are uninformed about the issue. they are ridiculed. 9o a less obvious extent. 3icholas's friends who come to the chair to take preservation photos ar
	""""
	""""
	" 

	just building safe. affordable housing for citizens. the city decided to build something flashy that was extremely ill conceived. 9he presentation of this new affordable housing is absurd. but it also points to a very touching human desire. the longing that many people. not just 2mericans. have for a home. 2 home represents stability. and although 5arlene has a home. it is not physically stable. 9his is represented most obviously by 3icholas's determination to preserve the chair. thus pushing her from her h
	4ontemporary celebrated 2me!ican author 8ary 6hteyngart's .... novel 2bsurdistan has earned him comparison to 0ingsley and 0artin 2mis. 6velyn <augh. 6aul 3ellow. -oseph 9eller and 9ladimir 3abokov. :t is his characterization of modern society that earned cde a place next to such esteemed writers. 6hteyngart exercises no mercy in satirizing both 2merican and 7ussian citizens. 9e writes about 7ussia. "our intelligent. depressive citizenry has been replaced by a new race of mutants dressed in studied imitatio
	~ 
	the sidewalk in front of her chair. 2s : mentioned above. : wanted everyone. even the people who support 5arlene. to look like fools. : achieved this through the periphery character's dialogue. 9hey chant the wrong name ("5oris") and say idiotic things to the press. 9he point is that no one except 5arlene can understand the full magnitude of the situation and yet. hundreds of people turned out to voice their uninformed opinion. 9his scene stands firmly as a strong moment of satire because :'m clearly critic
	: mentioned at the start of this essay that satire and absurd humor are not always present in the quite the same way as : expected. 6atire and absurd humor f?lay a major role in my fiction. and :'m also attracted to fiction writers who use satire and humor. but my fiction is also about exploring human relationships and emotions. <hile satire and absurd humor figure largely into the works of modern authors. no literary genre or element is ever an island onto itself. :t's interesting to consider why what curr
	~ 
	other elements like humor prettily popped out but quickly retired. put their feet up contentedly. and let satire take the foreground. : wanted an essay that was neat and tidy. but in.depth exploration did not yield that. 2n honest exploration of my work has revealed an amalgamation of many genres and techniques. : suppose that like most writers at any given period of time. :'m a product ofprevious and current influences. and as : write. : consider what's been done and how : can make a subject fresh and enga
	~ 
	<orks 4ited "9he 3elievers." 9he 8uardian. .. 0arch ..... . 0arch .... 
	-http...books.guardian.co.uk.review.story. .. ...... ..... .. ....html#article_continue> 3ender. 2imee. <illful 4reatures. 3ew <ork. 5oubleday. ..... 3udnitz. -udith. 7lying 1eap. 3ew <ork. 3icador. ..... 4olletta. 1isa. 5ark 9umor and 6ocial 6atire in the 0odern 3ritish 3ovel. 3ew 
	<ork. 3algrave 0acmillan. ..... 
	4ornwell. 3eil. 9he 2bsurd in 1iterature. 3ew <ork . 0anchester :niversity 3ress. ..... 5ooley. 5avid. 4ontemporary 6atire. 9oronto. 9olt. 7inehart and <inston. 1td. ..... 6ggers. 5avid. 2 9eartbreaking <ork of a 6taggering 8enius. 3ew <ork. 9intage. ..... 7ichter. 6tacy. "9he 4avemen in the 9edges." Zoetrope. 3ew <ork. 9arcourt. ..... 6hteyngart. 8ary. 2bsurdistan. 3ew <ork. 7andom 9ouse. ..... <augh. 3atricia. 0etafiction. 9he 9heory and 3ractice of 6elf.4onscious 7iction. 3ew <ork. 
	7outledge. ..... <orcester. 5avid. 9he 2rt of 6atire. 3ew <ork. 7ussell & 7ussell. ..... 
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